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FOREWORD 

This study provides an assessment of the feasibility and techniques for decommissioning 
currently operating large, commercial, nuclear facilities. It also includes estimates of some of the costs of 
decommissioning. 

The report is intended to assist national authorities in Member countries in making decisions 
concerning decommissioning strategies as well as to inform a wider public of the current state of the 
art. 

The work has been carried out by an international group of experts under the auspices of the 
NEA Committee for Technical and Economic Studies on Nuclear Energy Development and the Fuel 
Cycle (FCC). The report does not necessarily represent the views of Member governments or 
participating organisations. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

General 

The useful operating lifetime of nuclear facilities is largely determined by economic 
considerations. By some refurbishment and upgrading the operations can probably be extended well 
beyond the design lifetime, but at some point in time it becomes technically and economically 
advantageous to replace the facility. Decommissioning means all those activities that begin after 
operations have ceased with the intention of placing the facility in a condition that provides protection 
for the health and safety of the decommissioning worker, the public, and the environment. 

While the number of reactors likely to be decommissioned within the next ten years is fairly 
small, a growing number will reach the age of several decades by early in the next century. If the lifetime 
of all reactors is assumed conservatively to be 25 years, almost three hundred reactors would have to be 
decommissioned by 2010. In reality, considerably longer lifetimes are expected for many current 
reactors, and so this number is likely to be an overestimate. 

There are three major alternatives or stages of decommissioning. Stage 1 decommissioning 
consists of minimal decontamination, draining of liquid systems, disconnection of operating systems, 
physical and administrative controls to assure limited access, and continued surveillance and 
maintenance for a predetermined time period. Before completing Stage 1 for nuclear reactors, spent fuel 
has to be removed from the facility. In Stage 2 decommissioning, all equipment and buildings which can 
be easily dismantled are removed or are decontaminated and made available for other use. Any 
remaining liquids are drained from the systems. At power plants the biological shield is extended and 
sealed to completely enclose the reactor structure. At fuel cycle facilities, the primary radioactive plant 
and equipment will sometimes be removed. Surveillance around the barrier may be reduced, but it is 
desirable to continue periodic spot checks as well as surveillance of the environment. Stage 3 
decommissioning involves the decontamination of materials, equipment and buildings or the removal of 
these items if decontamination to a specified activity limit is not practicable. The buildings may be 
demolished and the site made available for re-use, although after decontamination some of the buildings 
themselves may be re-used. 

A number of factors have to be considered when selecting the optimum strategy for the 
decommissioning of a nuclear facility. These include the national nuclear strategy, characteristics of the 
facility, health and safety, environmental protection, radioactive waste management, future use of the 
site, improvement of decommissioning technology that may be achieved in the future, cost and 
availability of funds for the project and various social considerations. The relative importance of these 
factors has to be judged case by case. 

Feasibility and development needs 

All three stages of decommissioning have been performed for small test, training, and power 
demonstration reactors and supporting fuel cycle facilities. Several major projects are under way or are 
being planned in OECD countries to demonstrate the decommissioning of larger reactors and futl cycle 
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facilities. Experience from decommissioning nuclear reactors already covers major reactor types and 
includes the isolation of systems, handling of toxic as well as radioactive material, use of controlled 
explosives for pipecutting and concrete demolition, use of various decontamination methods, remote 
segmentation of the pressure vessel and internals, and surveillance practices. Some significant 
experience has been obtained in the decommissioning of fuel cycle facilities including decontamination, 
sectioning and removal of glove boxes and equipment inside these glove boxes such as storage tanks and 
furnaces. In several cases buildings containing fuel fabrication facilities have been decontaminated and 
re-used. A highly radioactive fuel reprocessing plant has been decontaminated successfully for possible 
re-use. 

Present technology has proved to be quite satisfactory for decommissioning of nuclear facilities 
to any of the three stages. Though the experience to date is restricted to small facilities, the same 
technology is applicable to decommissioning of larger commercial-size facilities. Since the present-day 
reactors will have been operated for longer periods and at higher power levels than the reactors so far 
decommissioned, some adjustments in the working procedures are necessary to allow for the higher 
radiation levels; but the radiation from components is not expected to necessitate an essentially new 
approach. For instance, the reactor vessel and internals musi be disassembled by remote operations in 
both small and large reactors. 

Future decommissioning projects will also benefit from the experience obtained from ongoing 
maintenance and repair work on operating commercial-scale reactors and fuel cycle facilities. Major 
reactor repair operations with applications to decommissioning include decontamination of prima ry loop 
components, remote repair of small piping, fuel-channel pressure-tube replacement, replacement of 
calandrias, and replacement of steam generators. Experience has also been obtained from post-accident 
decontamination and recovery. For fuel reprocessing plants and plutonium fabrication facilities most 
repair work is done remotely, whereas in other fuel cycle facilities direct access is feasible with emphasis 
on the control of airborne contamination. All these operations have provided information and experience 
on working safely and cost-effectively under restrictive conditions. 

Although current technology is sufficient for decommissioning of commerciai-scale facilities. 
continued development in some areas is desirable. Such areas include decontamination methods, 
remotely operated equipment for facility and plant equipment disassembly, techniques for minimising 
waste generation through treatment, waste volume reduction, and discrimination of radioactivity levels 
in waste. 

Furthermore, facilities will be needed for disposal of decommissioning wastes. The wastes from 
reactor decommissioning are primarily low-level wastes and can be disposed of in the same or similar 
facilities as the wastes from reactor operations. The volume of radioactive decommissioning wastes from 
one reactor is of the same order of magnitude as the volume of wastes from its lifetime operations. Wide 
experience already exists on the handling of reactor wastes and disposal facilities for such wastes are 
being developed in many countries. The disposal of reactor decommissioning wastes will not require new 
technical approaches. 

Some of the decommissioning wastes from fuel cycle facilities will be high-level or transuranic 
waste and will require appropriate disposal facilities. However, the facilities being developed for spent 
fuel and reprocessing wastes can easily handle the small volumes of these decommissioning wastes as 
well, so that no special facilities will be required. In general, fuel cycle facilities are relatively few and the 
small decommissioning waste volumes they generate will not make a significant contribution to the total 
waste volumes. 

Costs 

The total costs of decommissioning are dependent on the sequence and timing of the stages that 
comprise the total decommissioning program. Deferment of an individual stage tends to reduce its costs, 
but the effect is compromised by increasing storage costs. Any cost comparison of decommissioning 
strategies is heavily influenced by the discount rate used. 
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Cost estimates for decommissioning nuclear power plants have been made by several countries. 
Modified to correspond to a common plant size assumption, they indicate a range from about $95 to 
some $120 million (January 1984 U.S. dollars) for immediate dismantling of a 1300MW(e) 
pressurised light water reactor (PWR), and some $ 125 to $ 175 million for a similar size boiling water 
reactor (BWR) or pressurised heavy water reactor (PHWR). 

According to the estimated undiscounted cosis for PWRs and BWRs the deferment of Stage 3 by 
30 years after Stage 1 would somewhat increase the costs in relation to hmncdiate Stage 3. According tc 
the estimate made for PHWRs the effect would be opposite. However, the introduction of discounting by 
5 per cent per annum would make delayed dismantling the preferred alternative in all cases studied (see 
Table SI). 

Table S-l 
ESTIMATED TOTAL COSTS FOR VARIOUS DECOMMISSIONING STRATEGIES3 

Millions of January 1984 U.S. dollars 

Canada 

HWR 

Undiscounted costs: 
Stage 3 immediately 145 

Stage 1/30 years storage/ 
Stage 3 117 

Stage 2/100 years storage/ 
Stage 3 

Costs discounted at 5 % 
to the year of shutdown: 

Stage 3 immediately 129 

Stage 1/30 years storage/ 
Stage 3 29 

Stage 2/100 years storage/ 
Stage 3 

Federal Republic of 
Germany 

PWR BWR 

119 173 

121 181 

105 153 

30 44 

Finland 

PWR BWR 

105 

126 

93 

29 

Sweden 

PWR BWR 

107 140 

95 124 

United Slates 

PWR BWR 

97 113 

121 141 

158 186 

86 100 

41 49 

56 68 

a) Original estimates from countries have been modified to correspond to I 300 MW(e) unit size and to include contingency at 25 per cent. 

The decommissioning costs for supporting nuclear fuel cycle facilities are reflected in the prices 
of these services, i.e., in the prices of enrichment, fabrication, reprocessing, etc. Hence, these costs 
transfer to the fuel cycle costs of nuclear power plants. 

The impact on electricity generating costs 

The impact of nuclear power plant decommissioning on the electricity generation costs can be 
indicated by calculating its share in the total levelised power production costs of the plant. Using the cost 
estimates provided by the countries, and a discount rate of 5 per cent (in real terms) it turns out that the 
funding of plant decommissioning generally accounts for less than 2 per cent of electricity generation 
costs. With lower discount rates the contribution is slightly larger and decommissioning can make up to 
5 per cent of the total undiscounted costs related to constructing and operating a nuclear power plant 
over its lifetime. However, even allowing for uncertainties in the cost estimates and applicable discount 
rates, decommissioning contributes only a few per cent at most to electricity generation costs. 
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Several countries have initiated schemes to assure that financing will be available for 
decommissioning activities, even if such activities are deferred for many decades after plants cease 
operation. Although it may be practical in some cases for utilities to pay decommissioning costs, when 
they occur, out of then current revenues, in most cases, countries have established some type of fund 
based on revenues paid in during the operating life of the plants. Details differ from country to country 
but generally such funds are based on having those who use the electricity pay all of its costs, present or 
future. 

Conclusion 

Present decommissioning technology, previously demonstrated on small nuclear facilities, is 
deemed feasible for the larger commercial facilities that will require decommissioning in the future. 
There are incentives and ample scope for further reductions in worker exposure, waste volumes and 
costs. The development work ongoing in these areas adds to the already high level of confidence that 
nuclear facilities can be decommissioned safely and economically. Radioactive waste volumes resulting 
from the decommissioning of reactors and supporting fuel cycle facilities will likely be of the same order 
of magnitude as the amount of low and intermediate level waste generated by the operating reactors. 
The cost of decommissioning reactors and their supporting fuel cycle facilities are only a few per :ent of 
the total electricity generating costs. Therefore, the decommissioning of commercial reactors and 
supporting fuel c vie facilities is considered to be technologically feasible, the waste volumes 
manageable and t i : costs affordable. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities are normally designed for an operating life-time of 
several decades. By appropriate refurbishment and upgrading of some equipment it is usually possible to 
continue the operations well beyond the design life-time. However, ultimately it becomes either 
technically or economically reasonable to shut down these facilities. 

Decommissioning means ail actions taken to retire the facility from service in a manner that 
provides for protection of the health and safety of the decommissioning workers, the general public, and 
the environment. These actions can range from merely closing down the facility with a minimal removal 
of radioactive material along with continuing maintenance and surveillance, to a complete removal of 
residual radioactivity to below a level determined acceptable for unrestricted use of the facility and site. 
This latter condition, unrestricted use, is the ultimate goal of all decommissioning actions at retired 
nuclear facilities unless the site is to be re-used for other nuclear purposes (1). 

Several reports and studies published by various national and international organisations have 
discussed the economics and technical feasibility of decommissioning in general (1 and 2). The 
conclusion reached by those studies is that current technology can provide the decontamination, 
disassembly, radiation exposure control, and radioactive waste management needed to adequately 
decommission present-day nuclear facilities. This conclusion is based on past experience in decommis
sioning small test, training, and power demonstration reactors, nuclear support laboratories and 
non-reactor facilities, and on experience with r ;levant reactor repair and maintenance activities. 

The present study focuses on the technical feasibility, needs, and costs of decommissioning the 
larger commercial facilities in the OECD member countries that are coming into service up to the year 
200O. It is intended to inform the public and to assist in planning for the decommissioning of these 
facilities. 

In this report, reactor decommissioning activities generally are considered to begin alter 
operations have ceased and the fuel has been removed from the reactor, although in some countries the 
activities may be started while the fuel is still at the reactor site. Defuelling of gas-cooled reactors is a 
particularly lengthy process and may be done in parallel with initial decommissioning operations. 
However, the management of the spent fuel discharged at the end of operations is no different from the 
management of the fuel discharged during the reactor operating lifetime and its costs are a part of the 
total spent fuel management costs of that reactor. Therefore, this report does not deal with spent fuel 
management or its costs. 

The three principal alternatives for decommissioning are described in Section 2 of this report. 
The factors to be considered in selecting the decommissioning strategy, i.e. a stage or a combination of 
stages that comprise the total decommissioning programme, are reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 
contains a discussion of the feasibility of decommissioning techniques available for use on the larger 
reactors and fuel cycle facilities. The numbers and types of facilities to be decommissioned and the 
resultant waste volumes generated for disposal will then be projected in Section 5. Finally, the costs of 
decommissioning these facilities, the effect of these costs on electricity generating costs, and alternative 
methods of financing decommissioning are discussed in Section 6. 
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The discussion of decommissioning in this report draws on various countries' studies and 
experience in this area. Specific details about current activities and policies in NEA Member Countries 
are given in the short country specific Annexes at the end of the report. 

The nuclear facilities that are addressed in this study include reactors, fuel fabrication facilities, 
reprocessing facilities, associated radioactive waste storage facilities, enrichment facilities and other 
directly related fuel cycle support facilities. The study does not include discussion on the decommis
sioning of uranium mines, mills, or mill tailings. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DECOMMISSIONING STAGES 

The three principal stages of decommissioning have been previously defined in several reports (1, 
3, and 4). The term stage as used herein, im, lies a particular set of conditions at the plant and does not 
necessarily imply that each stage must follow in sequence or that all stages are accomplished. In most 
cases the nuclear fuel and unattached radioactive materials in the process systems, as well as radioactive 
waste produced in normal operations, are removed prior to beginning the decommissioning. Each of the 
three decommissioning stages can be defined by two characteristics: the physical state of the plant and 
its equipment; and the surveillance necessitated by that state. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of these 
stages. 

Although Stage 1 and Stage 2 can be considered as alternatives to each other, most countries 
consider them only as interim modes leading eventually to Stage 3. 

2.1 STAGE 1 DECOMMISSIONING 

State of the plant and equipment 

For reactors, the first contamination barrier is kept as it was during operation but the mechanical 
opening systems are blocked and sealed (valves, plugs, etc.). The containment building is kept in a state 
appropriate to the remaining hazard. The atmosphere inside the containment building is subject to 
appropriate control of composition such as humidity and radioactivity. Access to the inside of the 
containment building is controlled, and personnel entering and exiting the containment are monitored 
for radioactivity. For fuel cycle facilities some of the mechanical operating systems may be retained for 
use during decontamination work in Stage 2. 

Surveillance 

The plant is kept under surveillance. The equipment necessary for monitoring radioactivity both 
inside the plant and in the area around the plant is kept in good condition and used when necessary and in 
accordance with national legal requirements. Routine inspections are carried out to assure that the plant 
remains in good condition. Checks are carried out to ensure that there are no leaks in the first 
contamination barrier or in the containment building. 
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Figure 1. PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE DECOMMISSIONING STAGES 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
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2.2 STAGE 2 DECOMMISSIONING 

State of the plant and equipment 

For reactors, the first contamination barrier is reduced to its minimum size (all parts easily 
dismantled are removed and the remaining barrier is sealed). The sealing of the barrier is reinforced by 
physical means and the biological shield is extended, if necessary, to completely surround the barrier. 
After decontamination to acceptable levels, the containment building and the ventilation system may be 
modified or removed if they no longer play a role in radiological safety. Depending upon the extent to 
which other equipment is removed or decontaminated, access to the containment building, if left 
standing, can be permitted. The non-radioactive parts of the plant (buildings or equipment) may be 
converted for new purposes. For fuel cycle facilities, the primary radioactive plant and equipment will 
sometimes be removed during Stage 2. 

Surveillance 

Surveillance around the barrier may be reduced but it is desirable for periodic spcn checks to be 
continued, as well as surveillance of the environment. External inspection of the sealed parts is 
performed. Measurements for leaks are no longer necessary on the remaining containment 
building. 

2.3 STAGE 3 DECOMMISSIONING 

State of the plant and equipment 

Materials, equipment and parts of the plant with activity levels significantly above natural 
background despite decontamination procedures, are removed. In all the remaining parts, contamina
tion is below the authorised release limit, a very low level approaching that of the natural environment, 
unless the site is to be re-used for other nuclear purposes, e.g., for a replacement facility. 

Surveillance 

Unless re-used, the site is released without * ccess restrictions due to residual radioactivity. From 
the point of view of radiological protection, no further surveillance is necessary. 
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3. FACTORS CONSIDERED IN THE SELECTION OF 
DECOMMISSIONING STRATEGY 

The decision to retire a nuclear facility is generally made for economic reasons. In some cases, the 
refurbishment of the facility by replacing components which have reached the end of their operable 
lifetimes or the modifications which must be made to meet revisions in licensing regulations may be too 
costly in relationship to the expected revenues from the facility after modification. In other cases, a more 
efficient and less costly process ma> nave been developed and the older facility cannot compete with the 
new process and cannot be modified to use the new process. In still other cases, the increased size and 
reduced unit costs from a larger facility may make a smaller existing facility uneconomical. A decision 
must then be made to decommission the facility in a manner which adequately continues the protection 
of the public health and safety, and the environment. 

Factors which are important to consider in selecting the appropriate strategy of decommissioning 
for a particular nuclear facility include: 

- National nuclear strategy 
- Facility characteristics 
- Protection of health, safety, and the environment 
- Radioactive waste management 
- Future use of the site 
- Improvement of decommissioning technology 
- Cost and availability of funds 
- Social considerations. 
The evaluations of these factors must obviously be weighed and balanced when selecting the 

decommissioning alternative (1 and 5). These evaluations should be made specifically for each nuclear 
facility. The weighing and balancing of the factors will vary from country to country and from case to 
case. 

3.1 NATIONAL NUCLEAR STRATEGY 

The selection of a decommissioning alternative must conform to the country's overall strategy 
and goals of nuclear power development. Questions of national strategy that are relevant to 
decommissioning include: the national policy for disposing of shutdown nuclear facilities (Is the disposal 
an industry or a government responsibility? Is there a plan for industry or government to carry out this 
responsibility?); the national policies for radioactive waste management and the national plan 
(strategy) for carrying out these policies (What is the plan and when will it be implemented? What is the 
policy for managing various types of waste?) and the national policies for worker and public health 
protection from radiation (What are the radiological dose limits for workers and the public? What are 
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the policies for release of materials? What are the criteria to be used for decommissioning operations?). 
The national strategy will usually conform to international standards. The national nuclear strategy 
may change with time in some details. Some causes for a change in strategy might be technical 
developments, changes in regulations regarding radioactive waste disposal, changes in the availability of 
radioactive waste management facilities, changes in requirements for radiological protection for 
workers and the public, and changes to limits for release or disposal of material. 

3.2 FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS 

The characteristics, location, and total amount of the residual radioactivity in the facility are 
important elements in the selection of a decommissioning stage. Almost all the radioactivity in a reactor 
plant is contained in a small volume in the reactor vessel and internals that eventually makes 5-iO per 
cent of the radioactive waste arising from a Stage 3 dismantling (6). The radioactive waste from Stage 1 
or Stage 2 decommissioning of a reactor plant is much less than from Stage 3, e.g. for a pressurised 
water reactor (PWR) it could be less than 10 per cent of the Stage 3 radioactive waste (2). For fuel cycle 
facilities the volume of waste from Stage 2 will be much less than from Stage 3 but if the primary 
radioactive plant and equipment are removed during Stage 2 the radioactivity will be much 
greater 

Radioactivity in a nuclear power plant arises principally from neuron irradiation of the reactor 
vessel and its internals along with a portion of the surrounding reinforced concrete (in a Canadian 
deuterium-uranium reactor (CANDU). which does not have a pressure vessel, the radioactivity is 
iocated principally in the pressure tubes and calandria). Some radioactivity is aiso produced by neutron 
irradiation of reactor control materials and the primary coolant piping adjacent to the reactor vessel. 
Contamination of the primary and auxiliary circuits arises from corrosion and erosion of these irradiated 
components and transport and deposition of the contaminants by the coolant. Contamination also arises 
due to neutron activation of corrosion products which are carried in the coolant through the reactor core. 
The coolant purification system becomes contaminated from the radioactive material which it removes 
from the reactor primary coolant system. Fuel element failures or leakage may also contribute to this 
contamination and leak fission products and transuranics into the reactor coolant system and in the fuel 
handling system. In pressurised light water reactors and CANDU heavy water reactors (HWR) the 
radioactivity is contained in the primary coolant system. In boiling water reactors (BWR) radioactivity 
is carried over in the steam to the turbine circuit resulting in active material depositing on the surface of 
the turbine condensers and feedwater system. In an advanced gas cooled reactor (AGR), the graphite 
moderator in the reactor contains significant quantities of carbon 14 radioisotope due to neutron 
irradiation. Similarly, in an HWR significant quantities of the radioisotope tritium are produced in the 
heavy water moderator. 

The radioactive inventory is made up of both short-lived and long-lived radionuclides. If these 
radionuclides are principally short-lived isotopes in the range of 5 to 30-year half-lives (such as cobalt 60 
and cesium 137), a significant reduction in radioactive inventory can be achieved by decommissioning 
the facility, initially, only to a safe storage condition to allow these radionuclides to decay before final 
dismantlement. This delay will tend to reduce occupational exposure to the decommissioning workers 
and may reduce the amount of material requiring disposal as radioactive waste. However, if there are 
significant quantities of the very long-lived alpha-emitting nuclides such as plutonium and other 
transuranics, as would be the case for a reprocessing plant or plutonium fuel-fabrication piant, there will 
be minimal advantage to delaying decommissioning from the standpoint of radiation protection. 

Access for dismantlement of the reactor is restricted initially by the short half-life gamma 
emitter cobalt 60 for a time of about 60 to 90 years, depending upon the cobalt content of the steel from 
which the reactor was made (7 and 8). Beyond this time, the task is dominated by the radioactivity of 
nickel 63, silver 108, niobium 94 and nickel 59. Thus, deferral of dismantlement for periods up to about 
90 years would facilitate the access and tend to reduce radiation doses to decommissioning workers if 
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cobalt 60 is the dominant radionuclide. Beyond about 90 years little further benefit due to radioactivity 
reduction would be obtained. 

Contamination of the peripheral buildings and equipment outside the biological shield is usually 
low enough to permit immediate access. If these buildings and equipment are decontaminated and 
removed soon after shutdown, the continuing effort needed for further maintenance and surveillance is 
greatly reduced. This is particularly significant if the building and equipment are in need of expensive 
repairs. 

3.3 PROTECTION OF HEALTH, SAFETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

A primary concern in any decommissioning progra m is to provide for the health and safety of the 
workers and to protect the general public and the environment. Regulations exist to assure that this 
protection is provided during nuclear facility operations and these regulations will also be applicable for 
decommissioning operations. 

Experience has shown public exposures during decommissioning to be minimal (2), at most a few 
per cent of the exposure during reactor operation. Thus, public exposure is not likely to be a significant 
factor in selecting a decommissioning alternative. 

All environmental impacts during the decommissioning of reactors and fuel cycle facilities are 
small and are within the regulation parameters for an operating facility (2). Therefore, they are not 
usually a governing factor in selecting a decommissioning alternative. 

Protection of workers is an important consideration particularly in keeping with the principle of 
As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) for exposure reduction. Reduction of worker radiation 
dose can be achieved by deferring dismantlement to allow radioactive inventory to decay and by 
providing suitable remote-operated equipment, control procedures, and shielding. For fuel cycle 
facilities that handle plutonium or other long-lived radionuclides, the benefits from deferring 
dismantlement are, however, small. Worker dose reduction in dismantling these facilities may be 
achieved by decontamination of the facility, remote operations behind shielding, and by suitable contrc I 
procedures. 

3.4 RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT 

At nuclear power plants the spent fuel must be removed from the reactor prior to completion of 
Stage 1 and especially before Stage 2 or Stage 3 can be started. Thus, the availability of facilities for 
reprocessing or storage rf spent fuel away from the reactor may in some cases restrict the choice of 
decommissioning strategy, but often such facilities have to be made available earlier, during reactor 
operations. 

The radioactive waste from reactor decommissioning is primarily low-level waste; a small 
amount of intermediate-level waste is also produced. The availability of off-site facilities for disposal of 
the low-level and intermediate-level decommissioning wastes is the most important factor in several 
OECD countries in making decisions on the timing of decommissioning a nuclear facility. The 
decommissioning waste can be disposed of in the s?.me facilities as the Ic* and intermediate level wastes 
that are continuously produced by the operating reactors. In fact (as will be seen in Section 5), in 
relation to these operations wastes, the amount of decommissioning wastes generated will be small ov;r 
the next decade, although later their share of the total wastes will become more significant. For one 
reactor the volume of decommissioning wastes is estimated to be of the same order of magnitude as the 
volume of operations wastes produced during its lifetime. 
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Shallow land burial is permitted in some countries and these facilities are available to a limited 
extent. In other countries such as the Federai Republic of Germany (FRG) and Sweden, underground 
disposal is required, at least for intermediate-level waste. No such facilities are yet in operation, but 
these are being developed for use by the late 1980s. Ocean disposal has been used but has been 
suspended pending completion of further research and international agreement. 

For decommissioning of plutonium fabrication facilities, the availability of facilities for storage, 
treatment and disposal of very long-lived alpha-bearing waste and intermediate-level waste from 
dismantling may affect the decision to select an alternative other than Stage 1 in some countries; 
similarly the availability of facilities for management of high-level waste and alpha wastes may affect 
the choice of the alternative for decommissioning a reprocessing facility. The decision may thus be 
linked to the development of storage and disposal facilities of spent fuel and high-level reprocessing 
wastes. 

3.5 FUTURE USE OF THE SITE 

Nuclear facility sites represent a valuable resource owing to their typically low seismic activity, 
proximity to cooling water supplies, access to an existing electrical distribution system, and local 
acceptance for nuclear power generation. Owners of nuclear facilities have come to recognise the value 
of locating replacement power or process facilities on the same location. If the site area is limited, the 
owner may have to dismantle the old nuclear power plant to make room for a replacement facility. 

If the nuclear facility is adjacent to other facilities that will continue to remain in operation. 
Stage 1 decommissioning may be selected pending decommissioning of the Other facilities. In this case. 
maintenance, surveillance, and security can be provided by personnel from the operating facility at little 
incremental cost. 

3.6 FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF DECOMMISSIONING TECHNOLOGY 

Present technology or simple extensions thereto are adequate to accomplish any of the 
decommissioning alternatives safely. Nevertheless, development of this technology to reduce worker 
exposure, costs and waste volumes is continuing. Some delay in dismantlement may be advantageous ti 
permit improved technology to be applied. For instance, the development of better equipment and 
methods for remcte dismantlement is expected to reduce worker exposures. The development of better 
methods to rapidly discriminate between low levels of radioactivity and the development of equipment to 
consolidate wastes are expected to reduce the volume of radioactive waste. New equipment for 
dismantling facilities is expected to improve worker productivity and reduce costs. 

3.7 COST AND AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS 

The costs of the decommissioning option may be a very important factor. At the end of the plant 
operations, the immediate dismantling of the facility (Stage 3) would require a much larger expenditure 
than would be needed to accomplish Stage 1 only. If funds have been set aside for decommissioning 
during plant operation, then the immediate cost may be less important. The situation is different if the 
decommissioning has to compete for funds with the owner's other capital needs. Although the prediction 
of future decommissioning costs involves large uncertainties (see Section 6), plant owners should plan 
the financing of the chosen decommissioning alternative so that this item does not become a controlling 
factor. 
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3.8 SOL: AL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Various social considerations may affect the choice of decommissioning strategy. Examples of 
such issuer are the effc >n land values, aesthetic impact of the site, as well as changes in perceived risk 
associated with the continued existence of the shut-down plant on the site. Another important 
consideration, especially in areas where alternative employment is scarce, is that immediate dismantling 
requires a larger staff and work force than other alternatives and will result in a slower and smoother 
reduction of the operations staff. 
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4. TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The technology used to date in decommissioning smaller plants has proved to be quite 
satisfactory and demonstrated the feasibility of decommissioning to each of the three stages. 
Maintenance and repair work on the commercial operating reactors and post-accident decontamination 
and restoration have also provided experience. This technology is directly applicable to current and 
future decommissioning projects. Experience from these previous projects is important to guide the 
future development of decommissioning technology. Ongoing and planned decommissioning projects on 
progressively larger and more complex reactors and fuel cycle facilities will continue to add to this 
technical base. This Section reviews this experience, planned projects and areas for further technology 
developments. 

4.1 DECOMMISSIONING EXPERIENCE WITH RESEARCH 
AND POWER DEMONSTRATION REACTORS AND FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES 

Decommissioning experience to date has been mostly with research and power demonstration 
reactors which were of rather small size (less than about 300 MW(th) in power rating). All three stages 
of decommissioning involving the major types of reactors have been performed. Isolation of systems, 
handling of toxic as well as radioactive materials, use of controlled explosives for pipecutting and 
concrete demolition, use of various decontamination methods, remote segmentation of pressure vessel 
and internals, and surveillance practices comprise the major experience gained from these past 
decommissioning projects. 

Some significant experience has been obtained in decommissioning of fuel cycle facilities. The 
Eurochemic reprocessing facility in Belgium was decontaminated and re-use of the facility for 
reprocessing is being considered. In the United States the Redox reprocessing facility was decontam
inated to Stage 1 and the Westinghouse and General Electric Pu-U fuel fabrication facilities at 
Cheswick and Vallecitos, respectively, were decontaminated and glove boxes and equipment were 
sectioned and removed for Stage 3. 

Selected decommissioning experiences from reactors and fuel cycle facilities ate summarised in 
Table 1 to show their applicability to the commercial facilities to be decommissioned in the future. 

4.2 REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE 
OF COMMERCIAL OPERATING NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

Operating plants perform scheduled maintenance and necessary repair works every now and 
then. During these repair periods, a considerable emphasis is placed on keeping exposure as low as 
reasonably achievable (ALARA) while working under quite restrictive conditions in a cost-effective 
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Table 1 
SELECTED EXPERIENCE FROM DECOMMISSIONING RESEARCH 

AND POWER DEMONSTRATION REACTORS AND FUEL CYCL" FACILITIES 

(References 9 through 14) 

REACTORS" 

Facility name and location Reactor type Power rating 
Decommissioning 

stage Date Experience 

United Stales 

Carolina/Virginia Tube 
Reactor (CVTR) Parr, 
South Carolina 

Pathfinder. Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota 

Saxton. 
Saxton. Pennsylvania 

Fermi I Monroe County. 
Michigan 

Peach Bottom 1 York 
County. Pennsylvania 

Hallam. Hallam. Nebraska 

Piqua Reactor, Piqua, Ohio 

HWR 

BWR nuclear 
superheat 

PWR 

Sodium cooled fast 
reactor 

HTGR 

Graphite moderated, 
sodium cooled 

Organic cooled and 
moderated 

65 MW(th) 

l90MW(th) 

23.5 MW(th) 

200MW(th) 

H5MW(th) 

256MW(th) 

45 MW(th) 

Stage 1 

Stage 1. conver
sion of facility to 
other use 

Stage 1 

Stage 1 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 

Stage 2 

Boiling Nuclear Superheat BWR with nuclear 
Reactor (BONUS). Rincon, superheat 
Puerto Rico 

Elk River Reactor (ERR) BWR fossil-fuelled 
Elk River, Minnesota superheater 

Sodium Reactor Experiment Graphite moderated, 
(SRE) Santa Susana, sodium cooled 
California 

France 

Chinon A! Reactor. Chincn OCR 

EL 3 Saclay HWR 

Pegasc Reactor, Cadarache LWR 

Federal Republic of Germany 

rorschur.gsreaklor 
Neuhcrberg 

50 MW(th) Stage 2 

58 MW(th) Stage 3 

30 MW(th) Stage 3 

1968 Basic Stage I applicable to 
industrial scale reactor; proce
dure developed for periodic-
surveillance. 

1972 Isolation of steam plant and 
replacement of nuclear 
reactor with fossil fired boiler, 
continuous surveillance 

1973 Remote intrusion alarms for 
security to minimise »crk 
force 

1975 Sodium handling experience 
for Stage I 

1978 Core graphite fuel handling 
and disposal for Stage I. 

1968 Basic Stage 2 procedures de
veloped: no continuous sar-
veillancc 

1969 Entombment ivith conversion 
of reactor building lo ware
house: reactor vessel en
tombed in sand, no continuous 
surveillance. 

1970 Concrete entombment of ves
sel: decontamination of sys
tems: release of site as exhibi
tion center; no continuous sur
veillance. 

1974 Remote segmentation of vescl 
and internals: explosive de
molition of concrete: survey 
and release of site for unres
tricted use. 

1983 Remote segmentation of 
vessel and internals: explosive 
cutting of pipirg: release of 
site for unrestricted uses. 

300 MW(th) 

20 MW(th) 

35MW(th) 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

1980 

1986 

1978 

Insulation of capacities from 
main piping to avoid moisture 
and radionuclide transfer. 

Development of tritiatcd 
waste embedment 

Decommissioned and trans-

I MW(th) St. ic 2 1983 

formed to a fuel storage facil
ity. 

Safe and irreversible enclo
sure ol irradsr ted reactor com
ponents 



Table 1 
REACTORS (cont'd! 

Facility name and location Reactor type Power rating 
Decommissioning 

stage Date Experience 

Heissdampfrcaktor 
Grosswelzheim 

NS Otto Hahn 

Niedcrakhbach Nuclear 
Power Station 

Sweden 

Agesta 

BWR 

PWR 

GCHWR 

PHWR 

United Kingdom 

BEPO Graphite-Moderated GCR 
Reactor, AERE Harwell 

lOOMW(th) 

38 MW(lh) 

100 MW(c) 

80 MW(e) 

6.5 MW(th) 

Stage 1 

Stage 3 

Stage 2 

Stage I 

Stage 2 

Stage I decommissioning, 
remove segmentation of 
pressure-vessel internals, 
conversion of a reactor to a 
test facility. 

1981 Stage 3 decommissii ning of 
the NSSS of a ship, ~ne-piccc 
reactor vessel removal. 

1981 Stage 2 decommissioning a nd 
licensing. 

1975 Procedure for Stage 1 
decommissioning with limited 
surveillance. 

With emphasis on release of 
scrap metal for recovery. 

at See Glossary for explanation of abbreviations. 

Tabic 1 (cont'd) 

FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES 

Facility Name and Location Facility type Capacity 
Decommissioning 

Stage Date Experience 

United Slates 

Redox, Hanfoid Reprocessing facility Production size Stage I 

Westinghouse, Cbcswick, Pu-U fuel fabrication Pilot-Size 
Pennsylvania facility 

General Flectric. Vallecilos. Pu-U fuel fabrication Pilot-Size 
California facility 

Belgium 

Eurochemic 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

Alkem 

Reprocessing facility 

Pu-U fuel fabrication Pilot-Size 

Stage 3 

Stage 3 

Stage 2 
and re-use 

Stage 3 

1967 Plutonium recovery pro
gramme conducted using var
ious flushes. Systems drained 
and air dried. External 
flushing of equipment, cells 
and deck. Entrances locked. 

1980- Decontamination, sectioning 
1983 and removal of stmdard glove 

boxes, and equipment, storage 
tanks and the sintering fur
nace inside gloves boxes. 

1980- Similar to Weslinghouse, 
1982 Cheswick experience. 

Decontamination of process 
cells and equipment; decon
tamination, sectioning and re
moval of experimental glove-
boxes and equipement. 

1972 Decontamination, sectioning 
and removal of glove boxes 
and equipment 
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manner. Effective techniques and procedures have been developed and proven in use to minimise plant 
down-time. Most of these proven, cost-effective techniques can be adapted and applied to similar 
activities during decommissioning. 

4.2.1 Reactor Repairs 

A wide variety of repair operations have been carried out at reactors around the world. These 
operations include: remote repair of small and large piping in LWRs and HWRs, fuel-channel 
pressure-tube replacement in HWRs, and tube repair (i.e. retubing in place) as well as replacement of 
steam generators in LWRs. 

In Canada remote repair work has been done on a leaking heavy water pipe located in a vault 
underneath the Douglas Point reactor where radiation levels ranged up to almost 50 Gy/h. The work 
involved specially designed tooiing, thorough training of repair crews, and full-scale mock-ups for 
testing, resulting in a low personnel radiation exposure. 

Also, in Canada, calandria removal has been accomplished three times at the Chalk River large 
research reactors. After shut-down, removal of fuel and control mechanisms, draining and disconnec
tion of systems, calandrias weighing from 3 500 kg to 11 560 kg were removed in one piece and 
transported to a nearby burial site for disposal. Extensive use of closed circuit TV, portable shield*, and 
regular clean-up of contaminated areas kept personnel exposure to a minimum. Fuel-channel 
pressure-tubes have also been replaced in sev -al Canadian reactors. The most significant of these 
activities has been the replacement of all pressure tubes in Pickering Units 1 and 2. This job, which has 
taken over two years, has been done primarily with simple manual tooling made from standard product 
forms and personnel radiation exposure was low. New automated techniques have been developed for 
use in any future retubing activities to further reduce personnel exposure and tc reduce the time 
required. 

Steam generator repair or replacement has been performed at several reactors. Steam generators 
have been replaced at the Point Beach, Robinson, Surry, and Turkey Point nuclear power plants in the 
Unned States and at Obrigheim in the Federal Republic of Germany. Work involved decontamination. 
disconnecting piping, lifting and the removal of the old steam generator, and replacement with a new 
one. All these operations were performed in relatively high radiation fields. 

Oxidation problems in Magnox reactors in the United Kingdom led to the development of 
in-reactor inspection techniques and, subsequently, development of repair techniques, manipulators. 
remove control and visualisation. A range of repair techniques has been developed, based on the concept 
of self-contained packages which can be placed at the work location by existing manipulators to carry 
out the complete sequence of operations without the need to operate the manipulator. 

In general, a seminar on Remote Handling Equipment held in Oxford in 1984 (15) concluded 
that remote handling equipment is very desirable for reducing the radiation exposure of personnel when 
applied to nuclear facilities during normal operation and repair. The main applications so far include 
visual inspection of rooms and components, radiation field measurements, weld inspection, vacuum 
cleaning, cleaning with aqueous solutions, by water lance, blasting, electro-polishing or flame-scarfing, 
cutting of metal tubes and plates by mechanical or thermal methods, and drilling of holes. 

4.2.2 Fuel Cycle Facility Repairs 

Publicly available, documented experience with non-reactor facility repair is somewha1 limited, 
because there are fewer of these kinds of facilities and many of the facility processes are considered 
proprietary. With the exception of fuel reprocessing plants and plutonium fabrication facilities, 
non-reactor nuclear facilities have relatively low levels of penetrating radiation and more emphasis is 
placed on control of airborne contamination. Most operations can be performed hands-on, with little 
need for remotely operated equipment. 

There has been experience gained in the decommissioning to Stages 1 or 3 of three small LWR 
fuel fabrication plants and seven facilities dedicated to plutonium fuel fabrication or related activities in 
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the United States. Several similar facilities have been decommissioned or are awaiting decommissioning 
in Europe and Asia. 

Several fuel reprocessing plants have been shut down in the United States, Europe, and Asia. A 
few of these (Bombay, India; Dounreay, United Kingdom) have been decommissioned to a state 
approaching Stage 3. At another reprocessing plant (Belgium) main process installations have been 
decontaminated, and refurbishment of the plant is under consideration. In the United States the West 
Valley reprocessing plant is being decommissioned to Stage 3. 

These various activities have provided information for the development of an information base 
that can be applied to decommissioning other similar industrial facilities in the future. 

4.3 POST-ACCIDENT REFURBISHMENT OR DECOMMISSIONING OF REACTORS 

Several reactors, after having sustained accidents, have been decontaminated and repaired for 
further operations, whereas others were decontaminated to some extent prior to being placed in a stage 
of decommissioning. 

In the United States at the Enrico Fermi I fast breeder reactor, two fuel assemblies partially 
melted as a result of coolant flow blockage. Recovery began with the removal of all fuel assemblies, and 
draining of coolant for inspection of the pressure vessel. AH activities were performed with specially 
designed remote equipment. With a new core in place, the reactor resumed operations briefly but was 
subsequently decommissioned to Stage 1 for economic reasons. 

The Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit-2 in the United States experienced a loss of coolant 
accident which resulted in the uncovering and overheating of the reactor core. The fuel assemblies in the 
core underwent extensive damage, including melting of fuel, and volatile and gaseous radioactive fission 
products were released into the containment building through an open pressure relief valve. 
Decontamination has been accomplished in several heavily contaminated areas of the plant during the 
last several years to enable workers to proceed with other operations inside the containment building. 
Remote inspection of the reactor internals has been carried out using video cameras and long-reach 
tooling. Other remote equipment has been used for gathering samples in high radiation fields and is 
being constructed to remove the fuel fragments in the core. After fuel debris has been removed from the 
reactor vessel, the primary loop will be chemically decontaminated to remove remaining fuel pellet 
fragments and fission ptoducts which were distributed throughout the primary system during the 
accident. This project is providing very substantial knowledge which will be applicable to decommis
sioning. 

Post-accident projects have shown that, even under conditions that are more severe than are 
found after normal operations, decontamination of equipment and areas, control of contamination, and 
worker exposure within the regulated dose limits can be successfully achieved. New equipment and 
procedures to deal with the - specific post-accidc.it problems has been very successful, though further 
development to reduce worker exposure and the cost of post-accident recovery is desirable. 

4.4 ON-GOING AND PLANNED DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS 

The previous decommissioning repair, maintenance and post-accident experience is being used in 
planning and conducting current and forthcoming decommissioning projects. Many major decommis
sioning projects are either in progress, or are planned, as shown in Table 2. These projects are larger and 
more complicated than those previously undertaken. They will add substantially to the knowledge for 
Stage 1 and Stage 3 decommissioning and will provide a firmer basis for planning the decommissioning 
of the large commercial reactors and fuel cycle facilities. 
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Table 2 

CURRENT AND PLANNED DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS 
(Refs 10 and 16) 

REACTORS" 

Facility Name and Location Reactor Type 
_ „ . Decommissioning 
Power Rat.ng 

Project 
Period 

Fxpected Experience 

Unite J Slates 

Shippingport Atomic Power PWR 
Station, Shippingport, 
Pennsylvania 

Humboldt Bay Reactor. BWR 
Humboldt Bay, California 

Dresden 1 Reactor, Morris, BWR 
Illinois 

72 MW(e) 

6? MW(e) 

207 MW(e) 

Stage 3 

Stage 1 

Stage 1 

1985-
1990 

1983-
1985 

Dismantling of reactor sys
tems including one-piece 
reactor vessel removal. 
Stage I for several decades. 

Primary loop decontamina
tion for larger BWR. 

France 

Chinon A2, Chinon GCR 

EL4 Reactor. Brennillis HWR 

Rapsodie Reactor, Cadarache LMFBR 

Gl Reactor, Marcoule GCR 

G2 Reactor, Marcoule 

G3 Reactor, Marcoule 

GCR 

GCR 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Nicderaichbach Nuclear GCHWR 
Power Station, Landshut, 
Bavaria 

Lingen Nuclear Power BWR 
Station, Lingen 

Gundremmingcn Nuclear BWR 
Power Station 

Mehrzwerckforschungs- PHWR 
reaktor, Karlsruhe 

FR2, Karlsruhe HWR 

230 MW(e) 

70 MW(e) 

40 MW(th) 

46 MW(th) 

40 MW(e) 

40 MW(e) 

100 MW(e) 

Stage 2 

Stage 2 

Stage 2 

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

1985 

1589 

1990 

1994 

1984-
1990 

Dismantling an LMFBR. 

Decontamination to unres
tricted release. 

Currently in Stage 2. will be 
proceeding to Stage 3 with 
removal and disposal of gra
phite internals. 

CurreMfy in Stage 2. will be 
proceeding to Stage 3 with 
removal and sposa! of gra
phite internals. 

Stage 3 dismantlement of a 
reactor including cutting up 

240 MW(e) Stage I 

237 MW(e) Stage I 

50 MW(i-) Stage I 

44 MW(th) Stage 2 

of a reactor and structures. 
1979 Stage I decommissioning 

with surveillance and main
tenance for about 30 years. 

1983- Development of electrolytic 
1987 decontamination with 90 % 

recovery of contaminated 
wastes, decontaminat on of 
most parts of the steam loop 

1984- Decommissioning of a heavy 
1987 water cooled reactor. 

1982- Decommissioning of a heavy 
1988 water cooled reactor, conver

ting the reactor building into 
test laboratory. 

Italy 

Garigliar.o Reator BWR !60MW(e) Stage I Stage I for 30 years. 

Japan 

Japan Power Demonstration BWR 
Reactor, (JPDR), Ibaraki 

12.5 MW(e) Stage 3 1983- Development and demons-
1990 tration of techniques for 

Stage 3. 
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Table 2 
REACTORS" {cont'd) 

Facility Name and location Reactor Type Powc^ Rating 
Decommissioning Project 

Stage Period Expected Experience 

Canada 

Gem illy-1 

United Kingdom 

Windscale Reactor 

PHWR 250 MW(e) 

AGR 33 MW(e) 

Static State 1984-
(between Stage I 1986 
and Stage 2) 

Stage 3 1981-
1995 

Decontamination using hy-
drolaser, dismantling of sys
tems and components Tor 
building isolation, removal of 
asbestos, dry storage of spent 
fuel. 

Developing methods of ther
mal cutting (oxypropane 
plasma arc cuttings). 

United States 

West Valley, New York Reprocessing facility 1 tonne/day 
for LWR fuel 

Mound Lab, ANSPD Area, Pu-238 Fabrication 
Ohio 

Stage 3 1982-
1989 

Stage 3 foi re-use 1978 
1988 

Decontamination of facility, 
solidification of waste, glassi-
tication of waste 

Clean up and restoration of 
highly contaminated pluto-
nium facility. 

France 

ATI, La Hague 

United Kingdom 

Windscale 

Reprocessing p'lot I Kg/day 
plant for fast brcadcr 
fuc! e'ements 

Mixed Pu-U oxide 50 kg/day 
production plant 

Stage 3 1982-
1990 

Stage 2 1985-
1989 

Dismantling of highly conta
minated plutorium glove 
boxes and hot cells. Waste 
handling procedures. 

Decontamination and dis
mantling of highly contami
nated plutonium equipment 
and glove boxes. 

i) See GlosSidv fiir enpianati'n of abreviations 

4.5 APPLICATION OF EXPERIENCE TO COMMERCIAL REACTORS 
\ND FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES 

Present technology, although so far applied for decommissioning of small facilities only, is 
applicable for decommissioning of larger commercial-size facilities, also. The experience from 
decommissioning, decontamination and repair works will be used to plan for decommissioning these 
commercial reactors and fuel cycle facilities. Analysis of prior experience will permit projection of crew 
sizes and composition, productivity and material needs for such activities as pipe cutting, vessel 
segmentation and concrete demolition. Appropriate modifications will be made to account for the 
larger-size equipment involved in the commercial facilities, but the basic unit factors (dollars or 
manhours per cubic meter, manhours per pipe cut, etc.) developed from this experience will be useful for 
estimating future project costs, schedules, occupational exposures and waste volumes generated. Much 
work has been done and is continuing to extract these unit factors from the available historical data (17 
and 18). 
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Modifications of the experience will also have to be made for commercial reactors because they 
have operated for longer periods and at higher power levels, which causes greater activation and higher 
radiation levels of metallic components after shutdown than experienced in smaller reactors. Some 
adjustment must be made in manhours projections to account for the lower labor productivity due to 
more remote operations and increased worker protection equipment. However, radiation from 
components is not expected to necessitate any major new or additional difficulty factor adjustments. The 
radiation levels of most components such as those in the primary loop are estimated generally to be low 
enough for direct personnel access after decontamination. The reactor vessel and internals, which have 
neutron-induced radioactivity, must be disassembled by remote operations in both small and large 
reactors. 

4.6 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

Prior studies and evaluations of decommissioning technology have concluded that decommis
sioning is certainly feasible with current technology (1,2,17 and 18). However, there are four primary 
areas where additional technology development is desirable to reduce radiation exposure, was;e 
volumes, and costs, particularly for Stage 3 or for Stage 2 for fuel cycle facilities. These areaz are: 

1. in-situ chemical decontamination of piping and components; 
2. disassembly operations including remote-operated equipment and tools for segmenting 

piping, components, and reactor vessel and internals; 
3. methods and equipment for waste treatment, volume reduction and efficient packaging; 

and 
4. improved measurement techniques to facilitate the segregation of different categories of 

waste and thereby reduce the volume of waste for disposal and hence also costs. 

4.6.1 Decontamination 

Chemical decontamination of reactor systems has been successfully demonstrated in decom
missioning programmes as well as at operating commercial power plants for maintenance and 
refurbishment. In most cases, the objective has been to reduce radiation levels sufficiently to permit 
workers a longer access time for segmenting piping and components. Additional development and 
demonstration is desirable to further reduce radiation, contamination levels and waste volumes In 
general, the processes now in use for maintenance of operating nuclear plants do not decontaminate 
surfaces to unrestricted access levels since care must be taken to avoid deterioration of a system that 
must be subsequently operated. However, decontamination lor decommissioning does not need to be 
concerned with subsequent operation and therefore more vigorous reagents may be used. For instance, 
stronger acids can be employed which will remove more of the base metal as well as the surface 
contamination, thus achieving more effective decontamination. 

Since most of the materials in the nuclear facilities arc not activated but are contaminated on the 
surface, they can in principle be decontaminated to unrestricted release levels. However, the treatment 
needed must be proven cost-effective taking into account the time requirements and the amount of waste 
generated in decontamination. In addition, the management of the decontamination waste must not be 
adversely affected by the chemicals in the decontamination solutions (for example, chelating agents). 
Complete decontamination could make feasible the recovery or the unrestricted disposal of these 
materials and hence significantly decrease the amount of low level waste requiring disposal. It could also 
reduce consumption of some scarce metals. Methods for accomplishing complete decontamination while 
generating a minimum volume ot waste are being developed such as electropolishing (a process which 
uses an electric current and a solvent to remove microscopic layers of the metal) and decontaminant gels 
(gel-based decontaminant compounds that are applied to the area to be decontaminated) (16 and 19). 
Decontamination could also be c^st-effective by reducing the volume of high- and intermediate-level 
waste which is the most costly to dispose of. 
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4.6.2 Disassembly 

The disassembly of commercial nuclear power plants will require segmentation of reactor vessels 
and internals to reduce these components to sizes that can be transported to disposal sites and to use the 
disposal space efficiently. Remote segmentation of the reactor vessel and internals was successfully 
demonstrated in decommissioning the Elk River Reactor using an oxyacetylene torch (20) and the 
Sodium Reactor Experiment (SRE) using a plasma arc torch (21). Additional development work is 
being accomplished in several countries to further automate the process using micro-computer control of 
cutter location, cutting parameters and verification of cut completion. Improvements are desirable for 
equipment setup and relocation as well as for removal of segmented sections of the vessel with reduced 
worker exposure. Work is underway in several NEA countries to develop mechanical cutting methods 
such as grinding or milling and thermal cutting methods. 

Disassembly of piping and components has been successfully accomplished using generally-
available industrial equipment (saw-blade, cutters, torches, shears, etc.) with appropriate modifications 
for contamination control (vacuum systems, enclosures, etc.). Research to develop remotely-operated 
equipment to combine crimping and arc sawing or shearing is u'.derway in the United Kingdom to 
reduce the worker exposure for setup activities in high radiation zones. 

Research to develop safer and more rapid techniques for removing asbestos insulation from pipe 
is being performed in the Federal Republic of Germany. An improved method employing a zipper-closed 
bag and pouch is being used for the Gentilly-1 decommissioning. The development of rapid rigging and 
handling fixtures to support pipe or components during cutting and subsequent transport of segments to 
a packaging/laydown area is desirable. 

Demolition of heavily-reinforced concrete structures and scarification of contaminated concrete 
surfaces has been successfully accomplished using controlled blasting (Elk River Reactor), hydrauli-
cally operated rams on a backhoe (Sodium Reactor Experiment), and drill and spall techniques 
(Hanford demonstration tests). However, in each case, the drilling device was a single-head, single drill 
(or ram) device using commercially available equipment. Further development is desirable to adapt 
multiple drill heads such as those used routinely in the mining industry with as many as eight heads per 
track drill. With the limited access available in power plants, it is not always possible to bring in more 
than one machine to drill. But a specially designed multiple head machine capable of withstanding the 
increased loads would reduce drilling time and operator exposure. Rebar cutting is generally done using 
an oxyacetylene torch for thick material, or using shears/bolt cutters for smaller gauge. Rapid, 
inexpensive cutters are being developed for thick rebar such as pre-formed explosive cutters or portable 
arc saws. 

Much work has been done in the United Kingdom to develop large scale (2.5 meter) diamond 
saw cutting machines (22). Further work is desirable to develop methods for the quick removal of cut 
sections. Improvement in the process for cleaning out debris following blasting or ram-breaking might 
be made by adapting mining machinery for more rapid handling and removal of materials. 

4.6.3 Waste Management 

Low-level waste (LLW) from reactor operations and decommissioning has been safely disposed 
of by shallow land burial at controlled burial grounds, which are located in suitable retentive soils above 
the water table. This method has been used in the United States, France and the United Kingdom. 
Disposal on the ocean floor has been used but is suspended, pending further study by the London 
Dumping Conference. 

The disposal of decommissioning waste can be facilitated by active development of volume 
reduction techniques. The decontamination of materials with surface contamination to a level suitable 
for unrestricted release serves the same purpose. Reduction of the reactor vessel and internals waste 
volumes can be accomplished by segmentation and techniques such as specially designed transport 
packaging for loading specific shapes into casks. This would offer maximum use of space in the casks and 
optimise the shielding. Loading of casks to mix higher activity segments with lower activity segments to 
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maximise cask cavity utilisation is another technique now being studied in several countries such as the 
United States and the United Kingdom. 

Volume reduction techniques for packaging piping and components include nesting of small bore 
piping in large diameter pipe where possible and slitting pipe longitudinally in thirds to lay sections flat 
in disposal boxes. This configuration quickly becomes mass-limited, necessitating the inclusion in these 
shipments of low-mass, high-volume materials such as insulation. 

Other methods which are being employed worldwide to reduce the volume of LLW from 
operating reactors, can also be utilised to reduce the vr'ume of LLW from decommissioning. One 
technique is the use of low-pressure (200-280 kPa) and high-pressure (500-550 kPa) compaction 
systems. These systems can achieve volume reduction ratios of 5:1 (low pressure) and 10:1 (high 
pressure) for appropriately segregated, non-metallic trash. Another technique is incineration of 
combustible radioactive materials. Incineration systems can achieve volume reduction ratio> of as high 
as 250:1, although after solidification of scrub liquor sludge from the off gas system, the net reduction is 
closer to 25:1. Mobile incinerators are now beginning to enter the market for use at operating reactors 
and will be available for decommissioning. However, most of the material from decommissioning is 
neither compactable nor incinerable. Thus, the benefits from these methods are limited but may prove 
cost-effective in some instances. 

A technique which is being developed in several countries is the melting and casting of metallic 
components into ingots. This technique achieves substantial volume reduction and also may contribute 
to the dilution of contamination and subsequently also retard the leaking of contaminants from the 
waste. 

Some decommissioning waste types need further attention to develop waste management 
techniques and procedures. These waste types include tritiated wastes from heavy water reactors. 
mobile cesium wastes from decontamination, and high radioactivity waste from metallic reactor 
internals. 

4.6.4 Exemption or Unrestricted Release Level 

The exemption or unrestricted release level is that contamination levei at which materials may be 
released for general use or disposal w'thout further concern for residual radioactivity. A basic exemption 
criterion can be denned in terms of a potential dose rate to individuals who may use these materials or in 
terms of the risk of adverse health effects. The alpha, beta, and gamma radioactivity levels acceptable 
for unrestricted release of contaminated materials can be derived from ?his exemption criterion. These 
radioactivity levels are usually expressed as a specification for the residual radioactivity per unit of 
surface area (alpha, beta or gamma emissions per unit of time measured on a specified area). In the U.S. 
and some other countries, release of materials with residual surface contamination is done in conformity 
with the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Guide 1.86 (23). Because scrap materials are 
used in international commerce, there is need for international agreement on acceptable release levels of 
residual surface contamination. There is also a need for agreement on the level of radioactivity due to 
neutron activation that can remain in materials released for unrestricted use. This level would affect the 
volume of very slightly radioactive concrete rubble requiring disposal as radioactive waste rather than 
being used for on-site or off-site nil materials, and the re-use of materials recovered from reactors and 
fuel cycle facilities. In apply'ig the exemption level, better technology is needed to rapidly measure 
radioactivity over large areas of materials. 

4.7 CONCLUSIONS ON TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

All three stages of decommissioning have been performed for small test, training, and power 
demonstration reactors and supporting fuel cycle facilities. Experience from decommissioning nuclear 
reactors already covers major reactor types. Some significant experience has been obtained in the 
decommissioning of fuel cycle facilities as well. 
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Present technology has proved to be quite satisfactory for decommissioning of nuclear facilities 
to any of the three stages. Though the experience to date is restricted to small facilities, the same 
technology is applicable to decommissioning of larger commercial-size facilities. Since the present-day 
reactors will have been operated for longer periods and at higher power levels than the reactors so far 
decommissioned, some adjustments in the working procedures are necessary to allow for the higher 
radiation levels, but the radiation from components is not expected to necessitate any essentially new 
approach. 

Although current technology is sufficient for decommissioning of commercial-scale facilities, 
continued development in some areas is desirable. Such areas include decontamination methods, 
remotely operated equipment for facility and plant equipment disassembly, techniques for minimising 
waste generation through treatment, waste volume reduction, and discrimination of radioactivity levels 
in waste. 
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5. PROJECTIONS OF FACILITIES TO BE DECOMMISSIONED 
AND RESULTING WASTE VOLUMES 

5.1 FACILITIES TO BE DECOMMISSIONED 

To place the future decommissioning work in perspective, a cursory analysis was made on the 
number of nuclear power plants that could conceivably be decommissioned during the next forty years. 
This projection was subsequently used to estimate the volumes of radioactive waste that the nuclear 
facility decommissionings could give rise to. 

The basis of the projections is the existing and projected nuclear power capacity in OECD 
countries in this century. In Appendix 1 the available data has been compiled to show the nuclear power 
-apacity additions in successive 5-year periods through the year 2000. Although the actual reactor 
ifetimes will be variable, a crude estimate of the capacities retired in the future years can be obtained 

from the numbers shown by assuming a fixed lifetime for all reactors. Table 3 shows the results for a 
25-year lifetime assumption. Although 25 years is commonly used as a reference lifetime, for instance, 
in economic calculations it is recognised that foi* most power plants the actual lifetimes are likely to 
become much longer and, indeed, may well be extended beyond 40 years by refurbishing and replacing 
components. Hence 25 years is a conservative assumption. 

Table 3 shows that before the year 1995 the number of power plants that could conceivably 
require decommissioning is relatively small and their capacities are low in average, as may be seen from 

Table 3 
NUMBER AND CAPACITY OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS REACHING 

25-YEAR LIFETIME IN OECD COUNTRIES fN 1HE PERIOD 1981-2025 

Rcaclor type 

PWR 
BWR 
HWR 
GCR 
AGR 
HTR 
FBR 

Total 

I M I I 9 9 5 

No of plants Capacity GW(e) 

11 4.0 
8 3.2 
1 0.1 

31 4.9 

51 12.2 

1996-2010 

No. of plants Capacity GW(e) 

137 122.9 
67 57.2 
17 10.3 
5 2.2 
9 5.1 
2 0.6 
3 1.6 

240 199.9 

2011-2025 

Capacity OW(c) 

a 

140.8 

a) Only total capacity estimated. 
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the estimate for the total capacity retired. The 25-year lifetime assumption implies that the number of 
power p?i«nts decommissioned would peak shortly after the turn of the century. In reality, such an effect 
is unlikely because plant operating lifetimes will most probably be extended and consequently a much 
slower increase in the number of decommissionings may be expected. 

The non-reactor (i.e., fuel cycle) facilities are relatively few and the small volumes of 
decommissioning wastes generated from these facilities will not make a si* ificant contribution to the 
total volume of waste requiring disposal from reactors. Quantitative projev lions were not zttempted for 
the number of non-reactor facility decommissionings. 

5.2 PROJECTED DECOMMISSIONING WASTE VOLUMES FOR DISPOSAL 

Decommissioning of power reactors generates significant quantities of low-level wastes from 
neutron-activated materials and from the surface-contaminated materials. A small amount of 
intermediate-level waste comes from the reactor and its internals. Considering the total radioactivity of 
decommissioning wastes it should be noted, however, that more than 90 per cent of the radioactivity in a 
reactor at shutdown is contained in the spent fuel elements which will be removed and generally shipped 
off-site [the total activity of the spent fuel from a 1 000 MW(e) PWR shortly after shutdown is more 
than 107 TBq (24); the activity of activated reactor components at shutdown is some 0.2x 106 TBq, 
while other contributions to total activity inventory are small in comparison (P) l . 

Estimates of radioactive waste volumes arising from nuclear reactor decommissioning were-
received from Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and the United f »an.s (Table 4). All 
estimates are given for immediate dismantling of the reactor. The Canadian estimate is concerned with a 
four-unit PHWR representing a total of 2 060 MW of electric power capacity. The other er tnnztes are 
for large PWRs and BWRs with sizes ranging from 800 MW(c) to 1 '00 M\*<e). 

Table 4 
ESTIMATES ON THE VOLUMES OF LOW AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL WASTE 

FROM REACTOR OPERTIONS AND DECOMMISSIONING (mJ) 

Country 

>i7c and lype of rej. 'or 

Wastes from 25-year operations" 

Decommissioning wastes 

Total wastes' (operations and 
decommissioning) 

Decommissioning wastes as a 
fraction of total waste 

Canada 

4x 515 MWe 
PHWR 

6 900-27 500 

10000 

16900-37 500 

0.3-0.6 

Federal RepuMic of Germany 

1 200 MWe 800 MWe 
PWR BWR 

6I00-! I000 6 000-20 000 

6900 12400 

13000-17900 18400-32 400 

04-0.5 0 4-0 7 

Svtrden 

W0 MWe 1 000 MW. 
PWR BWR 

6 300 ' 500 

/C00 I5CW0 

13 3011 72 500 

0.5 07 

I'nrted States 

P*R BWR 

i ' 7to 40 000 

15 200 16 300 

3(, -00 56 *X) 

0.4 0 3 

at Ranges in some estimates indicate the conceivable effect of possible incineration and compaction treatments. 

The table shows differences in estimated waste amounts between reactor types and also between 
countries. The differences may reflect different plant designs, but the estimates ?..re also affected t>y ifce 
assumed scope of volume reduction techniques and by the regulatory limits that detcn.iine which wastes 
are to be considered as radioactive wastes. 

The information on waste volumes was used to derive an estimate for the total waste volumes 
from decommissioning in the next forty years. To obtain an upper estimate, immediate ciaman*ling was 
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assumed for all the reactors that, according to TVole 3, were to reach 25-year 'ifetime liunng ;h<. three 
successive time periods considered. 

The Canadian estimate, normalised per GW(e). was used as a basis for the projection oi HWR 
decommissioning wastes. For LWRs, 15 000 m" of radioactive waste .vas assumed to be produced hy 
every GW(e) decommissioned. The respite of the calculation aic shown in Tabic 5. Before i9*>5 the 
decommissioning waste volumes are small, but could then, according to the 25-year lifetime assumption, 
increase significantly after the turn of the century. However, it must be remembered that eve:: accepting 
the conservative lifetime assumption, the assumption of prompt dismantlement after shutdown for all 
reactors leads to an overestimate cf waste volumes tor the near-term 

The decommissioning wastes from GCRs, AGRs, HTRs and FBRs arc not included in Table 5. 
due to lack of available data. The contribution from AGRs, HTRs and FBRs to total wast/ volume 
would bt negligible. The decommissioning of GCRs is not expected to increase the total waste volumes 
:.i 1981-1995. eithcr, even though more than 60 per cent of the capacity retired during that period 
would, according to Table 3, be GCRs, because the United Kingdom currently plans to defer 
dismantling for 80 years or more to allow radioactivity to decay. Therefore, 'he inclusion of GC R waste 
volumes in the estimates would still not change the absolute weste volumes significantly. 

Tabic 5 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE FROM DECOMMISSIONING LWR AND HWR POWER PLANTS 

IN OECD COUNTRIES IN THE PERIOD 1981 2825 ASSUMING PROMPT DISMANTLEMENT 
OF THE REACTORS AFTER 25 YEAR LIFETIME 

Reactor type 

LWR 

HWR 

Total 

Decommissioning 
waste produc -d pei 

GW(e) 

Thousands of m' 

15 

4.8 

To.al decommissioning waste produced 
Thousands of m! 

1981-1995 1996-^010 2011-2025 

110 2 650 

0.5 50 

! 10 2 7«J0 2 200" 

a> Tola! I A I I K estimated assuming 140 (>W(c) to be dctominixuocKd with 15 000 m'/(»W(c) of waste generated 

As was mentioned earlier, the wastes om decommissioning can be disposed of in the same 
facilities as the low and intermediate level wastes that are continuously produced by the operating 
reactors. To pro\ ide a basis for comparison, estimates on the vohmes of the operating v.asies that need 
to be disposed of are also shown on Tabfe 4. The estimates provided by the countries were normalised._» 
show the volume of wastes from a 25-year operating period. The tabfe siiows that for all reactor types 
considered f he volume of decommissioning wa-te is about the same order of magnitude:-«.- the volume of 
wastes from theiv operations during a 25-year period. 

However, for a long time in the future most of the wastes actually generated and requiring 
disposal *ill oiiginatc frcm reactor operations. By assuming that some 240 m1/GW(e> of waste would 
De produced annually ty LWRs and »ome 140m-7GW(e) by HWRs (both numbers indicate the 
volumes after possible volume reduction treatments), some 900 000 m3 of low and intermediate level 
waste will have been generated by the reactor operations between 198. and 1995. The amount of 
decommissioning waste produced by 1995 was estimated to be at most 100 000 m \ which is about 
^0 per cent of the total waste volume. Only later might the share of decommisnoning wastes reach the 
values indicated in Table 4 on a reactor lifetime basis. 

Although no projection was made on the number or type of fuel cycie facilities that will be 
decommissioned, an estimate was prepared by the US. of the typical waste volumes arising from a single 
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Tabic 6 
ESTIMATED VOLUMES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE FROM COMMERCIAL 

NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES (24) 

hh-Uu> 

Uranium conversion 

Uranium enrichment 

Fuel fabrication 

Reprocessing 

Tctsl 

. . . , Vo i t .RC <i< 
_ . . , . » ureme of » x J c . 

. , , Reactor Vuhtmc aad ttnc . , . « • • . ticiMBinuvuMiiiiw 
r . taKH.it> of waste rr.>m wa\ie per ( i W l c ) 

cacacTlv , , Mc.imc , 
* sitMurtni ucciicnnu^cHititf; of reacii»rN 

^ ™ ^ upcr«iiun% . 
*^ supported 

C W l c ) m l l r l « m1 m' 

lOOOOTML/ycar 60 1260 l.LW 44 00O 21 

H.75 x 10* SWU/year 90 25 470 LLW 11200 283 

iOOOTHM/ycar 33 1100 LLW 99000 33 

1 500THM/year 50 3 100 LLW 54 000 154 

4600 I R l i 

491 

THM = Tonne of lleatv Metal (uranium and plutonium) 
I.I W = l.,m level Waste 
TRI = Transuranic Waste 

facility of each type. The information is shown in Table 6. In addition to the decommissioning waste 
volumes, it shows for comparison the amounts of wastes from their operating periods. To place the 
numbers in perspective, the decommissioning waste volumes from fuel cycle facilities can be compared 
with waste volumes from reactor decommissionings. Because a fuel cycle facility always supports 
several, perhaps a large number of reactors (typical reactor capacities supported are indicated in the 
table), a meaningful picture of the relative volumes is obtained by allocating the decommissioning 
wastes from a fuel cycle facility to all the reactors it supports. For example, from the decommissioning of 
a conversion plant some 21 m1 of waste is produced per 1 GW(e) of reactors supported. On a similar 
basis, all fuel cycle facilities considered in this report contribute together some 490 m3 of waste per 
1 GW(c) of reactor capacity. This is less than 4 per cent of the U.S. estimate of 15 000 m' for waste 
produced in the decommissioning of one PWR of about 1 GW(e) in size. 

Some waste from decommissioning of fuel cycle facilities will be intermediate-level, high-level, 
or transuranic waste which will require special treatment. However, the storage and disposal facilities 
that are being developed to handle spent fuel and reprocessing waste can easily handle the small volumes 
of these decommissioning wastes as well, so that no specific facilities will be required. 

Indeed, in decommissioning nuclear power plants, before proceeding further than Stage 1 spent 
fuel must be removed from the plant. In most cases, spent fuel will have been shipped off site during the 
reactor's operating lifetime for either reprocessing, long-term storage or disposal, according to national 
plans. In some countries long-term storage in water filled pools at the reactor site is utilised during the 
reactor lifetime. However, even in these cases, other long-term arrangements arc being made and will be 
available by the time Stage 3 activities are ready to start. In the meantime. Stage 1 activities can be 
carried out where needed. 

Facilities will also be provided for low level and intermediate level waste from decommissioning 
of reactors and fuel cycle facilities. Facilities for intermediate level waste are being developed. Planning 
and construction of facilities with adequate capacity to handle the low-level waste volumes from 
decommissioning is in progress. The technology is available to handle the waste from both operations 
and decommissioning. In those countries where there is a problem of low-level waste disposal, the 
problem is one of licensing and, since it will have to be resolved to handle operating wastes in any case, a 
satisfactory solution should be available by the time significant volumes of decommissioning wastes are 
produced. 
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S3 CONCLUSIONS ON WASTE ARISINGS 

The wastes from reactor decommissioning are primarily low-level wastes and can be disposed of 
in the same or similar facilities as the wastes from reactor operations. The volume of radioactive 
decommissioning wastes from one reactor is of the sane order cf magnitude as the volume of wastes 
from in lifetime operations. Wide experience already exists on the handling of reactor wastes and 
disposal facilities for such wastes are being developed in many countries. The disposal of decommis
sioning wastes from reactors will not require new technical approaches. 

The high-level or transuranic decommissioning waste from fuel cycle facilities will require 
special attention. However, the facilities being developed for spent fuel and reprocessing wastes can 
accommodate the small volumes of these decommissioning wastes as well. In general, fuel cycle facilities 
are relatively few and the small decommissioning waste volumes they generate will not make a 
significant contribution to the total waste volumes. 
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6. COSTS AND FINANCING OF DECOMMISSIONING 

6.1 COSTS OF DECOMMISSIONING 

Decommissioning costs are a function of three interrelated factors as follows: 
- the sequence of decommissioning stages chosen, 
- the timing to accomplish each decommissioning stage, 
- the decommissioning activities accomplished in each stage. 

In addition, cost comparisons between various decommissioning strategies are affected by the 
discount rates used in calculations. All cost estimates for future decommissioning activities include 
considerable uncertainties. These uncertainties will gradually diminish with growing experience from 
current and planned projects. 

This discussion of decommissioning costs deals principally with nuclear power plants, since it will 
be shown that the decommissioning costs for the nuclear fuel cycle facilities are a small fraction of the 
decommissioning costs of the nuclear power plants supported by them. In any case, the costs for 
decommissioning nuclear fuel cycle facilities arc normally included in the price of fuel and are therefore 
paid from the power plant electricity generating revenues during the plant lifetime. 

6.1.1 Cost Factors 

Total decommissioning costs in this Section mean all costs that arise during the time period from 
the start of decommissioning until the moment when the site is released for unrestricted use. It is 
assumed that neither Stage 1 nor Stage 2 completes decommissioning but each will be followed 
eventually by Stage 3, because the radioactivity from certain long-lived radionuclides will remain above 
the limits for unrestricted access to the site for a time period much longer than the durability of the 
Stage 2 containment (25). Hence, the total decommissioning cost will be the cost of Stage 3 
immediately after shutdown or the sum of the costs of either Stage 1 plus a storage period plus a delayed 
Stage 3, or Stage 2 plus a storage period plus a delayed Stage 3. 

Cost estimates are based on previous experience with decommissioning small nuclear facilities, 
with maintenance and component replacements in large nuclear power plants and with similar 
non-nuclear work. Costs depend on many country - and site-specific factors such as: 

- type of nuclear power plant; 
- waste transportation and disposal practices; 
- labor rates. 
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The sequence and timing of various decommissioning stages may have important implications on 
the total decommissioning costs. For reactors, the deferment of Stage 3 will reduce the amount of 
decontamination, remote operations, and worker piotection required. Labor productivity should be 
increased and the amount of radioactive waste for transport and disposal may be reduced, even though 
the latter effect may be small as long as the radioactivity in materials has not decayed below the levels 
for unrestricted release. These effects result in lower costs during Stage 3. Countering the reduced cost 
for dismantlement resulting from the reduced radioactivity is the cumulative annual storage costs 
following Stage 1 or Stage 2. During storage there are fixed annual costs for maintenance, security. 
insurance, and possibly licensing fees, which, over long periods, may exceed the savings from lower 
radiation levels. The optimum balance has to be developed on a case- by-case basis because of the 
differences between facilities due to their type, design and operating history, which affect the types and 
amounts of radioactivity and, consequently, the labor productivity, shielding and remote operations 
needed, and amount of waste. Another factor which affects labor productivity is the availability of 
skilled plant operating personnel for decommissioning; the personnel who operated the plant are not 
likely to be available if Stage 2 or Stage 3 are delayed for many years. Some factors such as labor rates 
and waste disposal costs, are country-specific, as are ?lso the anticipated inflation and interest rates. 
which are reflected in the discount rate used in the comparative calculations. In a wider cost-benefit 
perspective, the value of possible worker dose reduction may be taken into account in the search for 
optimum strategy. 

It is assumed that plans will have been made to provide adequate funds for decommissioning so 
that funding should not generally be a constraint on choosing a decommissioning strategy. However, for 
a few early plants, this may not be true. 

Storage periods of up to one hundred years are being contemplated for nuclear power plants. For 
the cost estimates in this report, a storage period of 30 years was chosen after Stage 1 as a minimum 
period to obtain significant decay of radioactivity, and 100 years was chosen after Stage 2, as a period 
long enough io allow worker access generally without the need for shielding or remote operations. 
However, for fuel cycle facilities which handle only long-lived radionuclides such as uranium and 
plutonium, radioactive decay is so slow that there is no benefit to delay from the viewpoint of worker dose 
reduction. 

6.1.2 Cost Estimates For Nuclear Power Plant Decommissioning 

Estimates for power reactor decommissioning costs were obtained from the U.S., the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Sweden, Finland and Canada. Estimates were given for various decommissioning 
strategies leading to unrestricted access of the site. For the purposes of comparisons the original cost 
estimates were scaled by the ratio of the power capacities to correspond to a 1 300 MW(e) unit. If not 
originally included, all estimates were adjusted to contain 25 per cent for contingencies. 

The modified estimates are summarised in Table 7. All figures shown represent undiscounted 
total decommissioning costs in constant January 1984 U.S. dollars for the strategies indicated. A list of 
exchange rates applicable as of 1st January, 1984, is included as Appendix 4. The original estimates as 
submitted by the countries can be found in Appendix 2. 

The original cost estimates from the United States corresponded to a 1 175 M W(e) pressurised 
water reactor and a i 155 MW(e) boiling water reactor. The estimates prepared by the Battelle Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory for the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (17 and 18) were 
updated for this study and are similar to those given in Reference 26. The estimates for Stage 3 include 
dismantlement and removal of all structures, including uncontaminated buildings. The estimates do not 
include the costs which may be incurred during the period from cessation of power production and the 
start of decommissioning when some final plant operations, such as shipping spent fuel offsitc arc 
conducted. Some other estimates that have been made of decommissioning costs are summarised in 
Reference 27 and also in the U.S. country Annex at the end of this report; a cost of $ 130 million in 1984 
U.S. dollars is considered to be an average with a range of $80 to $200 million. 
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The estimates from the Federal Republic of Germany are based on the costs for decommissioning 
the 1 200 MW(e) PWR Biblis A plant and the 800 MW(e) BWR Brunsbuttel plant (28) The original 
contingency allowances were 20 per cent for PWRs and 35 per cent for BWRs; for this report these were 
changed to 25 per cent for uniformity of assumptions. 

The Swedish estimates for immediate Stage 3 decommissioning were originally for BWRs 
ranging in power capacities from 440 MW(e) to 1 050 MW(e), and for a 915 MW(e) PWR (29). The 
original estimates included a 25 per cent contingency factor. 

The Finnish estimates were for the Loviisa Nuclear Power Station with two 445 MW(e) PWRs, 
and the Olkiluoto Nuclear Power Station with two 7l0MW(e) BWRs. For the PWRs, the 
decommissioning strategy considered was immediate dismantling to Stage 3; for the BWRs the strategy 
was Stage 1 followed by 30 years storage and Stage 3. However, dismantling is assumed to be restricted 
to contaminated parts only (the sites will remain in power plant use). The original contingency 
allowances in the estimates were 30 per cent for PWRs and 20 per cent for BWRs. 

The estimates for the Canadian pressurised heavy water reactors are based on estimated costs for 
Pickering A power station with 4 units of 515 MW(e) each (30 and 31). Considered are both immediate 
dismantling and dismantling after 30 years storage. The original contingency allowance was 10 per 
cent. 

There is a relatively good agreement between the estimates for PWR, while for BWR the range 
of estimates is larger. However, it must be noticed that the linear normalisation of costs to correspond to 
the same plant size is likely to distort the picture, and the distortion may be significant when the 
difference to the reference size is large or when costs for multi-unit plant are compared with costs for a 
single unit. The modification of contingency allowances may lead to errors, since the differences in the 
original contingency factors may reflect a different degree of conservatism or a different degree of 
precision that has already been built into the cost factors. The underlying definitions of decommis
sioning stages may also differ from country to country. The estimates in Table 7 cannot be considered as 
national estimates for a 1 300 MW(e) facility. However, they give a sense of the range of actual 
decommissioning costs for large power reactors. 

Tabic 7 
TOTAL UNDISCOUNTED COSTS FOR VARIOUS DECOMMISSIONING STRATEGIES 

ORIGINAL ESTIMATES FROM COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN MODIFIED TO CORRESPOND 
TO 1 300 MW(e) UNIT SIZE AND TO INCLUDE CONTINGENCY AT 25 % 

Millions of January 1984 U.S. dollars 

Canada 

HWR 

Stage 3 immediately 145 

Stage 1/30 years storage/Stage 3 117 

Stage 2/100 years storage/Stage 3 

Federal Republic of 
Germany 

PWR BWR 

119 !73 
121 181 

Fir land 

PWR BWR 

105 
126 

Sweden 

PWR BWR 

107 140 

t nitcd Slates 

PWR BWR 

97 113 

121 141 

158 186 

In both United States and Federal Republic of Germany the cost estimate for immediate Stage 3 
decommissioning is lower than the estimate for Stage 1 followed by Stage 3 after 30 years. However, the 
comparison on the basis of Table 7 is valid only if no emphasis is laid on the fact that in the case of 
immediate dismantling the costs occur during a few years after reactor shutdown, whereas in the other 
cases the costs are spread over a long time period. Table 8 shows the comparison in the case where all 
costs are discounted by an annual rate of 5 per cent to the year of reactor shutdown. In other words, the 
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Table 8 

TOTAL DISCOUNTED COSTS FOR VARIOUS DECOMMISSIONING STRATEGIES 

ORIGINAL ESTIMATES FROM C O U N T R I E S HAVE BEEN MODIFIED 
T O CORRESPOND T O 1 300 MW(e) UNIT SIZE 

AND TO INCLUDE C O N T I N G E N C Y AT 25 % 

(5 r'c DISCOUNT RATE; COSTS DISCOUNTED TO THE YEAR OF REACTOR SHUTDOWN) 

Millions of January 1984 U.S. dollars 

Canada 

HWR 

Stage 3 immediately 129 
Stage 1 /30 years storage/Stage 3 29 
Stage 2/100 years storage/Stage 3 

Federal Republic of 
Germany 

PWR BWR 

105 153 
30 44 

Finland 

PWR BWR 

93 
29 

Sweden 

PWR BWR 

95 124 

United States 

PWR BWR 

86 100 
41 49 
56 68 

Figure 2. THE IMPACT OF DISCOUNTING ON THE ESTIMATED TOTAL DECOMMISSIONING COSTS 

(According to the U.S. cost data) 

g 130 | 

0 I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

REAL DISCOUNT RATE, % 
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numbers of Table 8 represent the amount of funds that would be required for decommissioning in the 
year of reactor shutdown if a 5 percent real interest rate (interest above inflation) could be subsequently 
realised for the funds until they are needed. It is seen that, allowing for discounting, in all cases delaying 
Stage 3 would be economically preferable to undertaking it immediately. Figure 2 shows that for the 
U.S. cost estimates this conclusion is in fact valid for all discount rates above about 1 per cent. [For 
background and details of discounting methodology the reader is invited to study the text in 
Appendix 3.] 

6.1.3 Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities Decommissioning Costs 

Fuel cycle facilities for nuclear power plants may include: 
- uranium mines and mills, 
- uranium refineries and conversion pla.-.ts, 
- uranium enrichment plants, 
- fuel fabrication plants, 
- spent fuel reprocessing plants, and 
- heavy water manufacturing plants (only for heavy water reactors). 

The mining and milling facilities are outside the scope of 'his study. The costs to decommission these 
facilities are, as a rule, inluded in the prices of their products and, therefore, cannot be included in the 
nuclear power plant decommissioning costs. Their decommissioning costs were, nevertheless, calculated 
as a matter of interest, based primarily on the studies by Pacific Northwest Laboratories (32 through 
35). The decommissioning cost of an enrichment plant was derived by analogy with comparable 
activities in decommissioning a reactor plant. When prorated over the number of reactors which each 
nuclear fuel cycle facility serves (see Table 6), the costs for Stage 3 decommissioning of the supporting 
fuel cycle facilities in the United States when allocated to a 1 000 MWe LWR were, in 1984 U.S. 
dollars: 

$230 000/reactor for UF6 plant 
$160 000/reactor for U enrichment plant 
$140 000/reactor for fuel fabrication plant 

$2 800 000/reactor for reprocessing plant 

TOTAL $3 330 000/reactor for all fuel cycle facilities. 

Thus, the per-reactor share of the cost of decommissioning fuel cycle facilities is small compared to the 
cost of decommissioning the reactors they support. 

6.2 THE IMPACT OF DECOMMISSIONING ON ELECTRICITY GENERATION COSTS 

6.2.1 Calculation of the Cost Impact 

A useful measure of unit electricity generation costs is obtained by asking which constant sum of 
money should be charged for each kilowatthour of electricity produced through the lifetime of the 
facility, to precisely cover all the costs that the production of electricity by this facility entails. These 
costs include the costs of building and operating the plants as well as the costs of waste management and 
facility decommissioning. Altogether they are spread over a long period of time, possibly more than one 
hundred years. To obtain a meaningful measure that can be easily compared with other costs, all costs 
must be expressed in constant money of a given reference year, i.e., assuming for the monetary unit the 
same purchasing power (that of the given year) throughout the period considered. However, since 
money can normally be invested to produce revenue, the calculation of the charge must be adjusted to 
allow for differences in the times at which the costs are paid and the charges collected. This is done by 
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requiring that the sum of discounted revenues for electricity must equal the sum of discounted costs for 
its production when a constant sum of money is charged for each unit of electricity produced and when 
the same reference year and the same discount rate are used for discounting both costs and 
revenues. 

The measure corresponding to these requirements is called the levelised cost of electricity 
generation. Its magnitude depends on the discount rate chosen for the calculation, but it should be noted 
that to be consistent with the constant money basis, the discount rate must correspond to the real rate of 
interest, i.e., the rate of interest above inflation. According to the information gathered for the study of 
Reference 36, discount rates of about 5 per cent are considered in most OECD countries appropriate for 
generation cost calculations, although somewhat higher rates are used in a few countries. 

The levelisation procedure may also be used to determine the costs of decommissioning per 
kilowatthour of electricity produced, when it is required that each kilowatthour produced during the 
reactor lifetime must bear an equai fraction of the costs. The levelised decommissioning cost represents 
the amount of money that, if charged for each kilowatthour produced, would be sufficient foi the 
complete recovery of the decommissioning costs at the time these occur assuming that untii that time the 
charges collected return interest at the rate specified for discounting. The effect of decommissioning on 
generating costs is briefly discussed in the following chapter. More details of the calculations and the 
methodology used may be found in Appendix 3. 

6.2.2 Levelised Decommissioning Costs 

Estimates for decommissioning costs as calculated per kilowatthour of electricity produced are 
shown in Table 9. The estimates have been calculated from the data discussed in Section 6.1 assuming 
25-year reactor lifetime, 73 per cent average load factor and 5 per cent annual discount rate. The three 
decommissioning strategies are the same as in Tables 7 and 8; their timing is explained in detail in 
Appendix 3. 

Table 9 
DECOMMISSIONING COSTS PER UNIT OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCED 

(25-YEAR UNIT LIFETIME, 5 POUR CENT DISCOUNT RATE) 
(January 1984 mills/khw) 

United States 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Sweden 

Finland 

Canada 

PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
BWR 
HWR 

Stage 3 immediately 

0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.2 
0.4 

0.2 

0.3 

In all cases considered the estimated impact on power generation costs is found to be small, at 
most some 0.4 mills/kWh and only some 0.1 mills/kWh for all cases where Stage 1 and 30 years delay 
precede Stage 3. Consistent with Table 8, allowing for the different times the expenditures occur 
(through discounting) one generally obtains smaller costs for delayed decommissioning strategies than 
for immediate dismantling. 

Stage ! /30 years Stage 2/100 years 
Stage 3 Stage 3 

0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.2 
0 1 
0.1 

0.1 
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In perspective, the lcvelised decommissioning costs for all the strategies considered represent a 
very small fraction of the total power generation costs. The comparison in Table 10 is based on a parallel 
study of power generation costs in OECD countries (36). It shows the fraction which the decommis
sioning costs per kilowatthour are of the total power generating costs in the country considered. In all 
countries studied, the decommissioning is seen to represent at most about 1.5 per cent of the total power 
generation costs. The variation in the percentage figures is considerably larger than in the mills/kWh 
figures of Table 9. The reason for this is the differences in generating costs: for the countries included in 
Table 10 the levelised generating costs varied between 20.3 and 43.8 mills/kWh according to the study 
that was used as a reference (36). 

Table 10 
LEV FUSED DECOMMISSIONING COSTS AS A FRACTION OF THE TOTAL 

LEVELISED POWER GENERATION COSTS, PER CENT 
5 PER CENT DISCOUNT RATE. 25-YEAR LIFETIME 

In percentage 

United States 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Sweden 

Finland 
Canada 

at Plant located in the central US 

PWR« 

PWR 
PWR' 

PWR 
HWR' 

M Generatioi. ĉ st*; data from the I9H' (tertcration cost report 
el PUr-l located in ccn'.iai Onada. 

Stage 

of the NP.A. 

3 immediately 

0.5 
11 

0.4 

0.8 
1.5 

Stage 1 / 30 years 
Stage J 

0 3 
0.4 

0.5 

Stage: 100 years 
Stage 1 

02 

A shorter reactor lifetime would imply a higher cost per kilowatt-hour for decommissioning, 
assuming that the total costs of decommissioning would still be *he same as for the 25-year lifetime. For 
immediate Stage 3 dismantling and assuming 5 per cent discount rate, ihe cost per kilowatt-hoar for 
20-year lifetime might be up to 50 per cent higher than in the case of 25-year lifetime. Increasing the 
reactor lifetime from 25 years would have an opposite effect. In both cases the effect on the relative 
figures of Table 10 would be smaller, since shorter lifetime would cause higher total generation costs 
while longer lifetime would reduce these. 

The choice of discount rate may have a large effect on results. Increasing the discount rate from 
the 5 per cent used in Tables 9 and 10 would result in lower levelised decommissk ning costs, and the 
share of decommissioning in the total levelised power generating costs would also be smaller, since 
higher discount rates in general lead to higher levelised power generating costs for nuclear power plants 
for low discount rates the decommissioning costs per kilowatthour would increase, and the increase is 
largest for the strategies involving delays before Sta^e 3. In absolute t^rms, without discounting the 
decommissioning cost per kilowatt-hour would approach 1 mill for all strategies and reactor types 
considered. 

Since the study of Reference 36 does not include results for levelised power feneration costs at 
zero discount rate, any direct comparison with undiscounted decommissioning costs is impossible. In 
fact, since capital investments normally imply interest charges or in the case of equity financing, return 
on investment, the calculation of levelised generation costs with zero discount rate may not be relevant. 
In Table 11 the undiscounted decommissioning costs are compared with the total undiscounted costs 
related to the building and operating of the nuclear power plant. Interest during construction is included 
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Table 11 
UNDISCOUNTED DECOMMISSIONING COSTS AS A FRACTION 

OF THE TOTAL LNDISCOUNTED LIFETIME COSTS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION INCLUDED IN TOTAL PLANT COSTS 

AT 5% PER ANNUM 
In percentage 

United States PWR" 
Federal Republic of Germany PWR 
Sweden PWR* 
Finland PWR 
Canada HWR' 
a: Plant located in the central U S . 
hL 'ienentlton costs Hata from the !9X3 generation oist report of the Nil- \ 
i*' Plant located in central Canada. 

at 5 per cent per year in real terms. The figures represent rough estimates based on data of Reference 36. 
It is seen that even in this case the decommissioning expenditures correspond to only a few per cent of the 
total costs that the production of electricity at that plant gives rise to. 

6.3 FINANCING OF DECOMMISSIONING 

6.3.1 Planning 

The financing of decrrtmissioning of nuclear reactors is complicated by the potentially long 
delay periods between plant shutdown and final decommissioning. Depending on the decommissioning 
option chosen, this time may be up to about 100 years. 

Methods of assuring that financing will be available for decommissioning are stil: evolving and 
different countries have taken different approachc-.. If the utility is assured of surviving as a financially 
viable institution in the long run, for example if it is government owned, it may be feasible for it to pay for 
decommissioning at the time the costs are incurred out of its then current revenues. However most 
countries appear to have opted for some method of raising funds during the plant's operating life, 
sufficient to cover expected eventual decommissioning costs. This method seeks to assure that those 
using the electricity from the plant pay for all of its costs, present and future. 

The exact future cost of decommissioning is difficult to estimate but the estimates can be 
updated, and the rate of funding adjusted over the plant life, as new information becomes available. The 
estimates used in establishing the fund are unlikely to be exact, but the fund could be expected to cover 
at least the major part of decommissioning. This would minimise the cost burden to future generations 
and could, if estimates prove to be too high, even leave them with a windfall. 

Decommissioning funds need to be invested in a manner which offers a high degree of security 
that, they will be available when required. The real interest rate assumed in establishing annual 
decommissioning charges should be consistent with realistic expectations of interest paid on such secure 
investments. 

The operating lifetime of the plant has to be estimated when a funding scheme is established. 
Generally, conservative (short) lifetime assumptions are used for this purpose. If plants are run for 
longer times the charge for the decommissioning fund could be reduced or even eliminated in later years 
of operation. In some cases some form of insurance may be taken out to cover the risk of underfunding 
due to a plant shutting down prematurely owing to unforeseen circumstances such as a serious 
accident. 

,. , , Stage i (l)vcars Stain: J ilXlvcir-
Stage 3 immediately S u ( ! r , ' s ,^ • 

1.6 2.0 26 
2.7 2.S 
\J 
2 7 
4.7 3.8 
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The system used for funding decommissioning will vary from country to country depending on 
circumstances. No one system is likely to be right for all countries, and some evolution in means of 
assuring availability of funding is likely to occur over the next several years at -east. 

6.3.2 Examples of Approaches 

In most OECD countries financial plans exist or are under consideration for decommissioning of 
nuclear power plants. In some countries the facility owners may each decide on the practical approach, 
while in some other countries a common policy and detailed financing rules have been established. 

In Canada facility owners may decide on the best financing method. The approach currently 
applied is that when the costs of removal of fixed assets can be reasonably estimated, the amounts are 
charged to operations over the remaining service life of the asset. 

In France decommissioning costs are treated similarly tc the construction costs. 
In Finland the utilities are obliged to set aside funds for decommissioning. The amoun* of ar.nual 

provisions made is proportional to the electricity production. Funds are presently kept with the 
electricity producers, but the proposed new atomic energy legislation would require establishment of an 
external fund. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, funds are collected during the operational phase of the 
nuclear power plant within a period of time which represents the u>eful lifetime of the steam generating 
system (37). Decommissioning costs are estimated based on the studies of the Biblis A and Brunsbiittel 
plants (28). Details of funding have to be decided upon by the financial authority for each plant 
individually. 

In Sweden, the nuclear power plant owner pays an a r ual fee which is related to the energy 
produced. The fee is determined annually by the government based on updated cost calculations 
provided by the reactor owner. The collected fees aie deposited in interest-bearing accounts, one for each 
reactor owner, with the National Bank of Sweden. The power piant owner may borrow from the 
collected fees. When the power plant is being decommissioned and dismantled the owner will be 
reimbursed from the collected fees for these costs. This sama procedure is used for other activities for the 
back-end of the fuel cycle. 

In the United States, the NucJear Regulatory Commission has proposed that a decommissioning 
fund be set aside for each nuclear facility which will be adequate to terminate the facility license by 
decommissioning tc Stage 3. For a large nuclear power plant the fund would be about $100 million. 
Access to the fund by the facility owner would be controlled and limitations wouid be placed on the 
investments that could be made with the fund (33). For nuclear power plants, the Public Utility 
Commissions in each state will decide how the funds may be collected in the rate base. 

6.4 CONCLUSION ON COSTS AND FINANCING 

It has been shown in this section that decommissioning costs nave a very small impact on the 
electricity generation costs of a large nuclear power plant. In levelised power production com its share is 
a few per cent at most. The uncertainties in estimating the 'lecommissioniag costs, applicable real 
discounting rates or facility operating lifetime are large but still very ur.l-ke iy to significantly aflejt that 
conclusion. The conclusion is based or. calculations made for light water reactors mii pressurised heavy 
water reactors but it is likely to be applicable to other typos of reactors as well, Several methods of 
financing these future decommissioning costs can be used with varying degrees of cost effectiveness, 
assurance of funding availability when nseded, and equity. The choice of a method for financing will be 
highly dependent upon the circumstances of each utility and the country in which it operates. 
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GLOSSARY 

Absorbed Dose Rate: The incren.cnt of absorbed dose in a particular medium during a givsn time 
interval. 

Activity: The activity, A, of an amount c radioactive nuclide in a particular energy state at a given 
time is the quotient of dN by dt, where dN is the expectation value of the number of spontaneous 
nuclear transformations from that energy state in the time interval dt: 

The special name for the SI unit of activity is becqrerci (Bq): 
1 Bq =• 1 s1 . The ipecial unit of activity, curie (Ci), may be used temporarily: 1 Ci = 3.7 x 10"* Bq 
(exactly). 

Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor (AGR): A gas-cooled reactor using slightly enriched uranium fuel. 
ALAR A: As low as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account. A basic 

principle of radiation protection taken from the Recommendations of the International Commis
sion on Radiological Protection (ICRP), !CRP Publication No. 26. 

Alpha-Bearing Waste: Waste containing one or more ?lpha-emittir.g radionuclides, usually actinides, 
in quantities above acceptable limits. The Mmits ate established by the national regulatory 
body. 

Barrier (natural or engineered): A feature which delays or prevents radionuclide migration from the 
waste and/or repository into its surroundings. An engineered barrier is a feature made by o: altered 
by man; it may be part of the waste package and/or part of the repository. 

Biological Shield: Physical barriers ie reduce exposure to living organisms, e.g., the concrete shield 
around the reactor. 

Boiling-Water Re&ctor (BWR): A light-water reactor in which water, used as both coolant and 
moderator, is allowed to boil in the core. The resulting steam can be used directly to drive a 
turbine. 

Breeder Reactor A 'eactoi that produces more fissionable fuel than it consumes. The new fissionable 
material is created by a process known as breeding, in which neutrons from fission are captured in 
fertile materials. 

CANDU; Canadian Deuterium-Uranium reactor. A pressurised heavy water reactor of Canadian 
design, which uses natural uranium as a fuel and heavy water as a moderator and coolant. 

Capacity (Flectrkal): The load for which a generating unit is rated, either by the user or by the 
manufacturer. 

Cask (or flask)- A transport container providing shielding for radioactive materials and holding one or 
more canisters. 
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The retention of radioactive material in such a way that it is effectively prevented from 
becoming dispersed into the environment or only released at an acceptable rate. 

* a M t i w , Radmctive: A radioactive substance in a material or place where it is undesirable. 
Surface contamination is the result of the deposition and attachment of radioactive materials to a 
surface. 

^mmiammmp The actions taken at the end of a facility's useful life for its planned permanent 
retirement from active service. (See also Stage of Decommissioning.) 

tataawnrion: Removal or reduction of radioactive contamination physically by removing the 
surface itself or chemically by removing surface films containing radioactive materials. 

•aattewKiit or DisaaseaMy: Those actions required to disassemble and/or remove radioactive or 
contaminated materials from the facility and site. 

The emplacement of waste materials in a repository, or at a given location, without the 
intention of retrieval. Disposal slso covers direct discharge of both gaseous and liquid effluents into 
the environment. 

Dose: A term denoting the quantity of radiation energy absorbed by a medium divided by the mass of 
the medium. 

Exposure: Any exposure of petsons to ionising radiation. A distinction is made between: 

a) external exposure, being exposure to sources outside the body; 
b) internal exposure, being exposure to sources inside the body; 
c) total exposure, being the sum of the external and internal exposures. 

Facility: The physical complex of buildings and equipment within a site. Fuel cycle facilities are 
facilities used in the preparation of fuel materials for use in nuclear power reactors. 

Fast Bieeder Reactor (FBR): A reactor in which the fission chain reaction is sustained primarily by fast 
neutrons rather than by thermal or intermediate neutrons. Fast reactors require little or no 
moderator to slow down Ar neutrons from the speeds at which they are ejected from fissioning 
nuclei. Also, this type of reactor produces more fissile material than it consumes. 

Gas-Cooled Heavy Water Reactor (GCHWR): See Heavy Water Reactor. 
Gas-Cooled Reactor (GCR): A graphite-moderated, carbon-dioxide-cooled reactor. 
Gigawatt (GW> One million kilowatts. GW(e) refers to electric power, whereas GW(th) refers to 

thermal power. 
Half-Life, Radioactive: For a single radioactive decay process, the time required for the activity to 

decrease to half its value by that process. (After a period equal to ten half-lives, the activity has 
decreased to about 0.1 per cent of its original value). 

Heavy-Water Reactor (HWR): A reactor using heavy water as moderator. 
Higb-Levd Waste: The highly radioactive waste material that results from the reprocessing of spent 

nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing and any solid waste derived 
from the liquid and which contains a combination of TRU waste and fission products in such 
concentration as to require long-term isolation. 

Htgh-Teincratare Reactor (HTR or HTGR): A graphite-moderated, helium-cooled advjnceJ 
reactor. 

laterfat Storage (Storage): A storage operation for which: 
a) monitoring and human control are provided, and 
b) subsequent action involving treatment, transportation, and final disposition is expected. 

laterawdiate-Levd Watte (or aitJiaai lird waste): Waste of a lower activity level and heat output 
than high-level waste, but which still requires shielding during handling znd transportation. Ti'e 
term is used generally to refer to all wastes not defined as either high-level or low-level. (See 
alpha-bearing waste and long-lived waste for other possible limitations.) 
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Light-Water Reactor (LWR): A nuclear reactor that uses ordinary water as the primary coolant and 
moderator, with slightly enriched uranium as fuel. There are two types of commercial light-water 
reactor: the boiling-water reactor (BWR) and the pressurised-water reactor (PWR). 

L o t Lrrcd Nat Kir For waste management purposes, a radioactive isotope with a half-lire greater 
than about 30 years. 

Low-Lc*ti Waste: Waste which, because of its radionuclide content, does not require shielding during 
normal handling and transportation. (See alpha-bearing waste and high-level waste for other 
possible limitations.) 

Megawatt (MW)c One thousand kilowatts (see also Gigawatt). 
MoaMoriag: Taking measurements or observations for recognising the status, or significant changes in 

conditions or performance, of a facility or area. 
Nactear Fuefc Fissionable and/or fertile material for use as fuel in a nuclear reactor. Fissionable 

materials can be fissioned by neutrons. Fertile material can be converted to fissionable material by 
absorbing neutrons. 

Nackar Power Plaatr A single- or multi-unit facility in which heat produced in a reactor(s) by the 
fissioning of nuclear fuel is used to drive a steam turbine(s) which in turn drives an electric 
generator. 

Nackar Reactor An apparatus in which the nuclear fission chain can be initiated, maintained, and 
controlled so that energy is released at a specific rate. The reactor apparatus includes fissionable 
material (fuel) such as uranium or plutonium; fertile material; moderating material (unless it is a 
fast reactor): a containment vessel; shielding to protect personnel; provision for heat removal: and 
control elements and instrumentation. 

Pressurized Heavy-Water Reactor (PHWR): See Heavy Water Reactor. 
Pressarized-Water Reactor (PWR): A nuclear reactor in which heat is transferred from the core to a 

heat exchanger via water kept under high pressure, so that high temperatures can be maintained in 
the primary system without boiling the water. Steam is generated in a secondary circuit. 

Physical Decootaauaatioa or Mechanical Decoataaauatioa: Decontamination accomplished by the 
use of mechanical cleaning means or by the removal of the surface itself. 

Phut: The physical complex or buildings and equipment, including the site. 
Radioactive Material: A material of which one or more constituents exhibit radioactivity. 
Radnactrfc Waste: Any material that contains or is contaminated with radionuclides at concentra

tions or radioactivity levels greater than the exempt quantities established by the authorities and for 
which no use is foreseen. 

Radioactivity: The property of certain nuclides of spontaneously emitting particles or gamma 
radiation, or of emitting X-radiation following orbital electron capture, or of undergoing 
spontaneous fission. 

Feactor laterals: Internal reacior components such as the fuel support structure, the coolant flow 
distribution components and neutron reflector or absorber (shielding) components. 

Regnlatxy Authority or Regulatory Body: An authority or system of authorities designated by the 
Government of a Member State as havhg the legal authority for conducting the licensing process, 
for issuing of licenses and thereby for regulating the siting, design, construction, commissioning, 
operation, shutdown, decommissioning and subsequent control of nuclear facilities (e.g. waste 
repositories) or specific aspects thereof. This authority could be a body (existing or to be 
established) in the field of nuclear-related health and safety or mining safety or environmental 
protection, vested with such legal authority, or it couid be the Government or a department of the 
Government. 

Safe Storage: A period of time starting after the initial decommissioning activities of preparation for 
safe storage cease and in which surveillance and maintenance of the facility takes place. The 
duration of time can vary from a few years up to an order of 100 years. (See stage of 
decommissioning). 
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SaaUow-Laaa1 Disposal (e.g. shallow-land burial): Disposal of radioactive waste, with or without 
engineered barriers, above or below the ground surface, where the final protective covering is of the 
order of up to about 10 meters thick. Some Member countries consider shallow-land disposal to be 
a mode of stotage rather than a mode of disposal. 

State of Dtcoaaatssieaiag: The term stage, implies a state or condition of a facility after 
decommissioning activities: 

Stage 1 - storage with surveillance; 
Stage 2 - restricted site release; 
Stage 3 - unrestricted site release. 

Sarveillaace: Includes all planned activities performed to ensure that the conditions at a nuclear 
installation remain within the prescribed limits; it should detect in a timely manner any unsafe 
condition and the degradation of structures, systems and components which could at a later time 
result in an unsafe condition. These activities may comprise: 

a) monitoring of individual parameters and system status; 
b) checks and calibrations of instrumentation; 
c) testing and inspection of structures, systems and components; 
d) evaluation of the results of items a) and c). 

Testing: Determination or verification of the capability of a component or assembly of components to 
meet specified requirements by subjecting the component or assembly to a set of physical, 
chemical, environmental or operational conditions. 

Traasarsak (TRU) Waste; Waste containing quantities of nuclides above agreed limits having atomic 
numbers above 92. The limits are established by national regulatory bodies. 

Treatneat of Waste: Operations intended to benefit safety or economy by changing the characteristics 
of the waste. Three bask treatment concepts are: 

a) volume reduction; 
b) removal of radionuclides from the waste; 
c) change of composition. 

Waste Arisiags: Radioactive wastes generated by any stage in the nuclear fuel cycle. 
Waste Disposal: See disposal. 
Waste MaaageaKat: All activities, administrative and operational, that are involved in the handling, 

treatment, conditioning, transportation, storage and disposal of waste. 
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Appendix I 

NUCLEAR POWER CAPACITY ADDITIONS 1960-2000 

NUMBER OF NEW PLANTS - CAPACITY ADDITIONS (GWe) 

Country 

Belgium 
Canada 
Finland 

France 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

Italy 

Japan 

Netherlands 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Turkey 

United Kingdom 

United States 

Total 

Reactor 
Type 

PWR 
HWR 
PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
GCR 
FBR 
PWR 
BWR 
FBR 
HTR 
PWR 
BWR 
GCR 
PWR 
BWR 
GCR 
HWR 
FBR 
PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
BWR 
GCR 
PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
HWR 
PWR 
HWR 
GCR 
AGR 
FBR 
PWR 
BWR 
HTR 

Before 
I960 

-

-
— 
-
_ 

2-0.1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

_ 

-

-
-
-
_ 
-
-
-
-
-

8-0.3 
-
-
-
-
-

10-0.4 

1961-1965 

-

-
_ 
-
— 

1-0.2 
-
-
-
-
-

1-0.3 
-

1-0.2 
-
-

-
-

_ 

-

-
— 
-
_ 
-
-
-
-
-

12-2.1 
-
-

1-0.2 
1-0.1 
-

17-3.1 

1966-1970 

-

-
_ 
-

1-0.3 
2-0.3 

-
1-0.3 

-
-
-
-
-
-

1-0.3 
1-0.3 
1-0.2 

-
-

10.05 
1-0.2 

-
— 
-
-0.4 
-
-
-
-

1-0.1 
4-0.9 

-
-

4-2.0 
5-2.7 

-

24-8.7 

197 

3-
4-

2-
1-
2-
1-

4-
3-

1-

1-
1-
1-
3-
1-
1-

2-

-1975 

1.7 
2.1 

-
-
_ 
1.0 
0.2 
1.8 
0.6 
-
-
-
-
-
2.6 
1.7 

-
-
0.45 

0.4 
0.4 
0.8 
1.6 
0.3 
0.3 

-
-
-
-
0.8 

-
-

23-17.6 
15-12.1 

-

69-46.5 

1976-1980 

1- 0.9 
4- 3.1 
1- 0.5 
i- 0.7 

14-12.7 
-
-

3- 3.3 
3- 2.5 

-
-
-

1- 0.8 
-

4- 3.5 
7- 5.7 

1- 0.2 
-

1- 0.9 
-
— 

3- 2.2 
1- 0.2 

-
-
-
-
-
-

4- 2.1 
1- 0.2 

15-13.8 
3- 2.7 
1- 0.3 

68-55.4 

1981-

3-
8-
1-
1-

IS-S5 

2.9 
4.5 
0.5 
0.7 

25-24.7 

1-
3-
3-

1-

5-
5-

4-

2-
3-

1-

5-

1.2 
3.7 
3.8 

0.3 

3.6 
4.8 

3.6 

1.8 
3.0 

1.0 

3.0 

20-21.9 
11- 11.7 

103-98.0 

1986-1990 

-

8- 5.7 
-
-

12-14.6 
-
-

5- 6.3 
-

1- 0.3 
-
_ 

2- 2.0 
-

3- 2.6 
5- 5.0 

-
-
-

4- 1.9 

-
— 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

5- 3.1 
-

16-19.2 
3- 4.1 

-

64-64.8 

1991-1995 

\ 

1 
) 

1 

-

-
1- 1.0 

-

"-10.3 

-
-
-
-

2- 2.0 
-
-

"-15.3 

1- 0.3 

"- 1.0 

"- 1.8 

-
_ 
-
_ 

1- 0.9 
1- 1.0 
1- 0.6 

-
-
-
-
-

2- 1.2 
_ 
-

"-35.4 

19y6-2(KX) 

!"-

i 
\ 

4-

\ 

) 

1-
I 

"-
7 

2 

a 

-

-
-
-

10.8 

1.4 

4.0 
-
-

13.4 

-

1.0 

1.2 

-
_ 
-
_ 
-

1.2 

5.4 

2.2 
_ 
-

40.6 

a) Ettimate on the number of new plant* not available. 
Sount! Summary if Nuclear Power and Fuel Cycle Data, OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, 1985; 

World List of Nuclear Power Planu. Nuclear News. February 1985; 
Nuclear Power Reactors in the World, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1985 
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Appendix 2 

COSTS ESTIMATES FOR DECOMMISSIONING OF POWER REACTORS 
IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 

Table 12 

DECOMMISSIONING COSTS IN THE UNITED STATES", CONTINGENCY INCLUDED AT 25 ' 

Millions of January 1984 U.S. dollars 

1 !75MWePWR 

Pre-decommissioning 
Engineering 

Decommissioning 
Operations 

Rad Waste Transport 
and Disposal 

Total Cost 

Stage 1 
Stage 2 
Stage 3 Immediately 
Stage 1 + 30 years Storage + Stage 3 after 

30 years 
Storage after Stage 1 for 30 years 
Stage 3 after 30 years 

Stage 2 + 100 years Storage + Stage 3 after 
100 years 
Storage after Stage 2 for 100 years 
Stage 3 after 100 years 

2 
4 
5 

5 
0 
4 

7 
0 
4 

20 
48 
55 

76 
8 

48 

122 
27 
47 

2 
4» 

28 

28 
0 

26 

14 
0 

10 

24 
56 
88 

109 
8 

78 

143 
27 
61 

1 155MWeBWR 

Prc-dccommissioning 
Engineering 

Decommissioning 
Operations 

Rad Waste Transport 
and Disposal 

Total Cost 

Stage 1 
Stage 2 
Stage 3 Immediately 
Stage 1 + 30 years Storage + Stage 3 after 

30 years. 
Storage after Stage 1 for 30 years 
Stage 3 after 30 years 

Stage 2 + 100 years Storage + Stage 3 after 
100 years 
Storage after Stage 2 for 100 years 
Stage 3 after de 100 years 

2 

4 

4 

5 
0 
4 

7 
0 
4 

25 

60 

68 

92 
8 

60 

145 
27 
59 

2 

4* 

28 

28 
0 

26 

13 
0 

10 

29 

68 

100 

125 
8 

90 

165 
27 
73 

a) The estimates are based on NUREG/CR-0130 and NUREG/CR-0672 . The costs were escalated to reflect general inflation in the U.S. from January 197H to 
January 1984. Additional adjustments were made in some cost elements, such as waste transportation and disposal, to reflet, current conditions; other costs 
which were added include changes to predecommissioning engineering, contractor management and on-site mobilisation and demobilisation. 

b) Most of rad waste stored in reactor containment. 
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Tabic 13 

DECOMMISSIONING COSTS IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY" 

Millions of January !984 U.S. dollars 

1 200 MWc PWR 

Pre-dccommissioning Decommissioning Rad Waste Transport ,. . - , „ ->n a 
Engineering Operations and Disposal 

Total Cost 

Stage 1 
Stage 3 Immediately 
Stage 1 + 30 years Storage 

+ Stage 3 after 30 years 
Storage after Stage 1 for 

30 years 
Stage 3 after 30 years 

2 

8 

9 

0 
7 

7 

59 

66 

1 
58 

1 

21 

14 

0 
13 

2 

16 

18 

0 
16 

12 

96 

107 

1 
94 

800 MWe BWR 

Stage 1 
Stage 3 Immediately 
Stage 1 + 30 years Storage 

+ Stage 3 after 30 years 
Storage after Stage 1 for 

30 years 
Stage 3 after 30 years 

Engineering 

1 
8 

8 

0 
7 

Operations 

7 
58 

68 

1 
60 

and Disposal 

1 
19 

13 

0 
12 

Contingency 20 % 

3 
30 

32 

0 
28 

Total Cost 

12 
(15 

121 

1 
107 

a) The estimates are based on data in Watzcl et al.. Decommissioning of nuclear p wer stations in the Federal Republic of Germany at the end of their service life. 
Progress report of the Association of German Engineers. Environmental Technology. Scries 15. No. 18. 1982. 

Table 14 

DECOMMISSIONING COSTS IN SWEDEN" 
CONTINGENCY INCLUDED AT 25% 

Reactor Type 

BWR 
BWR 
BWR 
BWR 
BWR 
PWR 

Net power ( M W e ) 

440 
570 
750 
900 

1050 
915 

Costs for Stage 

Decommissioning 
operations 

45 
60 
70 
90 

100 
70 

l immediately, January 

Waste transport a 

10 
10 
10 
15 
15 
10 

1984 Li S 

nd disposal 

dollars 

Total 

55 
70 
80 

105 
115 
80 

Estimations are bated on the report Technology and Costs of Dismantling a Swedish Nuclear ?ower Plant. SK BF/ K BS TR 79- 22. Swedish \ uct jr Fuel and 
Waste Management Co.. 1979. 
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TablclS 

DECOMMISSIONING COSTS IN FINLAND0 

January 1984 U.S. dollars 

Prc-dccotnmis- Dccontmis- ,»„ . ... . 
Storage and Waste _ -. 

s»nmg swung S W S M C C Management Cont.ngency Total 
cnginccnftc upcrations 

Stage 3 for 2 x 440 MWe 2 42 - 13 17 74 

Stage 1 followed by 31-year storage 
and Stage 3 for 2 x 710 MWe 
BWR 3 80 8 19 22 132 

a) Original estimates given in 1985 Finnish Marks (FIM) have been changed to 1984 Finnish Marks assuming 6.1 per cent inflation during 1984 and then 
converted to U.S. dollars using the rate I U S dollar = S.8I FIM. In these estimates, dismantling is restricted to contaminated parts (site continues to be used 
for power plant purposes). 

Table 16 

DECOMMISSIONING COSTS IN CANADA FOR 4 x 515 MW(e) HWR" 

January 1984 U.S. dollars 

Pre-dccommissioning 

Stage 1 
Stage 3 immediately 
Stage 1 /30 years Storage/Stage 3 

Storage for 30 years 

Decommissioning 
Operations 

14 

129 

102 

Disposal 

1 

64 

54 

6 

Contingency (10%) 

1 

19 

16 

1 

Total 

16 

212 

172 

7 

a) Estimates are based on Ontario Hydro reports 81156 (Preliminary Nuclear Decommissioning Cost Study, April 1981) and 82208 (Decommissioning by 
Immediate Dismantlement, Preliminary Cost Estimate for Pickering Nuclear Generating Station A, July 1982). The original estimate has been changed to 
U S . dollars using the rate I U.S. dollar » 1.244Can. dollars. 
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Appendix 3 

DECOMMISSIONING COST DERIVATION 

The Concept of Discounted Fata* Costs ami Levelised Costs 

The present value "B" of a future amount "A" is: 

where "T" is the time in years and "i" is the nominal interest rate which can reasonably be expected to be paid on 
invested funds over that time interval. In other words, if an amount "A" is to be available for decommissioning a 
plant T yean ir. the future, it is necessary to invest only "B" today at interest rate T . 

If amount "A" must be increased to cover rising costs due to inflation at an annual rate of "a" over the "T" 
years, then the amount "B" to be invested today must be increased to: 

(1 + a)T 
B-ATTT-ir (2) 

Both inflation rates and attainable interest rates can vary significantly over time and reasonable values for 
"i" and "a" can be difficult to forecast with any accuracy. However, as can be seen in equation 2, their absolute 
values are less important than their ratio. In fact a value V can be defined as the real interest rate, that is the 
interest rate above inflation, such that: 

so that: 

B = Trhr (3) 

The attainable real interest rate can vary in the short-term but tends to be more stable over long period;.. Its 
"alue will depend on the type of investment but for utility investments most OECD countries consider a value of 
about O.OS (i.e. S per cent) to be appropriate for present-worth calculations. A value for "r" (usually called the 
discount rate in present-worth calculations) of S per cent has been used for reference case calculations in this and 
other NEA studies (1,2), and sensitivity analyses have considered the range from 0 per cent to 10 per cent. 

To make future costs a nd revenues comparable with each other, both must be discounted to determine their 
present value at some reference date. If it is decided to obtain revenue from the sale of electricity during the plant's 
operating lifetime to pay for decommissioning, then the total present worth of the revenues received for this 
purpose during the operating lifetime must equal the present worth of the decommissioning costs, all discounted to 
the same reference time. For this study the reference time is the date when the plant starts commercial 
operation. 

The constant fee which must be charged per kilowatthour of electricity generated to make the two 
present-worthed values exactly balance is called the levelised cost. More detailed discussion on levelised cost 
calculations can be found in Refs. 1 and 2. 

The Concept of Constant Money and Requirements for ComparteoM With Other Studies 

The costs of decommissioning are estimated, in this report, in 1984 U.S. dollars. That is, if the plant had 
been decommissioned in 1984 it is believed that the job could have been done for the amounts shown. If a plant 
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were to b«r decommissioned in the year 20?0 (or an future year) with the same methods, material and labour, and 
had there been no inflation in the inter va1. it would still be expected to cost the ^ame amount of mo cy. Inflation 
inevitably would havt raised the costs (o. it might be said, decreased i'r.e value of the dollar) but it is difficul* to 
know in advance what the inflation rate will be over this long pei »cd. 1 herefore, it is easier to continue to quote the 
costs in coristant 1984 money. When decommissioning starts, the cost in 20'2O dollars could rea\̂ )nab!> be expected 
to be equal to the 1984 costs multiplied by the composite inflation index for the ly84-2020 period. 

This approach does not neglect inflation. It is allowed for in discounting future costs at the real interest rate 
instead of the higher notninul interest rate, as explained previously. 

The constant nvn:ey approach allows the cost of decommissioning of plants to be considered ir.defende.it of 
the year when the decommissioning starts. However, vhep comparisons are made between decommissioning costs 
and other costs of elect! r;ity generation, the same year's doPar values must \x used. The generating costs used for 
comparison in this report art? taken Horn another NEA study (2), which also tses constant ?984 U.S. dollars. 

Other ground rules must also be the san:c for comparisons to be valid and these two studies have therefore 
each used a 5 percent discount rate and a 25-yetr plant "ife for their reference cases and costs are discounted to the 
start of commercial operation. Tho generating costs were specifically based on plants expected to start operating in 
mid-1995. Because of the constant money approach the costs are not very sensitive tc this date but some allowance 
for rd,\ price increases (i.e. cost increases above the rate of inflation have been made. Thus, the use of 
decommissioning cost estimates for currently operating plants is not strictly consistent with the assumptions used 
for other costs. However, within the accuracy of the estimates available, this do^s not atfect the conclusions. 

Decommissioning Cost Present Vilce Calculation 

Figure 3 depicts the events of a Stage ) or 2 decommissioning followed by a storage period prior to Stage 3 
removal. The time T " in the above equation (3) is thus replaced by the appropriate intervals: 

L = duration of power generation, 
k = time from reactor shutdown to start of decommissioning, assumed to be one year, 
mi = time from start of decommissioning to year of peak expenditure, assumed to be 1.5 and 2.5 years for 

Stage 1 and Stage 2, respectively, 
mi = time from year of peak expenditure to completion of given Stage, 2.5 years, 
m3 = storage time, assumed to be 30 years and 100 years for Stage 1 followed by Stage 3, or for Stage 2 

followed by Stage 3, respectively, 
m4 = time from end of storage to year of peak expenditure, assumed to be 1.5 years for both cases. 

If, for example, d] and d3 are the totui cos's for Stages 1 and 3, respectively and d2 is the cost per year for storage, 
then the present value, D, of the total decommissioning effort for Stage 1 followed by Stage 3 will be : 

D = "' ( J + r)L + k + m, + S + d 3 (1 + r ) l . + k +m. +-m, + m, + m, ^ 

where 

S s J ^ - n — 1 ! (^ 
r V ( l + r ) 3 1 ' (J + r ) 1. * k + m,+ m, I-*' 

Equation 4 makes the approximation that all costs for >°. given stage occur at r singie point in time, the year 
of peak expenditure for that stage, rather than separately discounting each year's expenditure. However, the error 
introduced is trivial. 

The equation holds for all three decommissioning strategies considered, though for immediate Stage 3 the 
first two terms would be zero, as would exponents n\l7 m3 and m4 in the third term. 

Lrolbed Cost Calculations 

If decommissioning is funded by a fee charged to each unit of electricity produced by the' actor over its 
lifetime, then the prtsent value of the revenue stream, discounted to the same reference time as for 
decommissioning costs, must be equal to D given by equation 4. Therefore: 
D - C x P x H (6) 
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Figure 3. TIME SCHEDULE OF DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITIES AND RELATED EXPENDITURES 
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where 

C = levelised decommissioning charge, 
P = reactor electric power, 
H = discounted number of full-power hours in the plant's operating lifetime. 

If ft is the plant's load factor in the year t, H can be calculated as: 

L 
H = 8 760 2 f t/(l + r) l | /2 

t = 1 
or 

L 
H = 8 760 x F 2 1/(1 + r)'-'/2 

t = 1 
where 

L L 
F = 2 f t/(l + r) 1 1 / 2) / 2 1/(1 + r)«'/2 

t = 1 t = 1 

is called the average levelised load factor. 

In another NEA study (2) total levelised generating costs were developed for the same reactor lifetime 
scenario as used in this report for the reference case, namely 25 years with an average levelised load factor of about 
72 per cent (4 000 hours in the first year, 5 000 hours in the second year and 6 600 hours per year thereafter). Two 
variants were also considered, the first assuming the same hours per year as the reference case but a 20-year 
operating lifetime (giving a levelised load factor of about 71 per cent), the second assuming a 25-year lifetime but 
only 6 000 operating hours per year at equilibrium (load factor about 66 per cent). In addition to reference 
discount rate, 5 per cent, discount rates of 0 and 10 per cent were also evaluated. For this study, an additional 
variant was defined (Variant 3): it assumes the same operating hours per year as the reference scenario but a 
30-year reactor lifetime. The values of H for each of these cases described are as follows: 

Discount Rate 

0% 
5% 

10% 

Equation (6) can be rewritten 

r - D 

Reference case 

160 800 
91293 
58 967 

as: 

Variant 1 

126 800 
79 300 
54 100 

Variant 2 

147 000 
83 771 
54 347 

Variant 3 

193 800 
99 940 
61 389 

m 
P x H 

to obtain the levelised decommissioning cost when total decommissioning cost and total lifetime electricity 
production is known. If P is given in kilowatts and D in dollars, C will be given in S/kWh and must be multiplied by 
1 000 to arrive at costs in mills/kWh (1 000 mills = 1 dollar). 

Sample CalculatiM 

- Country 
- Reactor 
- Strategy 
- Case 
- Variables 

L 
K 
mi 
m2 

m3 

m4 

d, 
d2 

d3 

U.S.A.: 
1 300 MW(e) PWR; 
Stage 1 plus 30 years storage plus Stage 3; 
Reference (5 per cent discount rate: 25-year lifetime) 
(see Figure 3 for definitions) 

25 years; 
1 year; 
1.5 years; 
2.5 years; 
30 years; 
1.5 years. 

$26 million 
$0.3 million/year 
$86 million 

27.5 years 

61.5 years 

[See Appendix 2; estimates modified to correspond to a 
1 300 MW(e) plant] 
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From equations 4 ana 5: 
^ _ 26 x 10* . 0.3 x 1Q» L _ _ t * I • 86 x 10* 

(1.05)"5 0.05" '- i.05" ' 1.05'» I 0 5 v < 

= $12.14million = total decommissioning cost in 1984 dollars discounted to stirt of commercial 
operation 

[Note: D = 12.14 X 10* :< (1.05)25 = $41 million 1984 dolbrs discounted to time of plant shutdown, as 
shown in Tabie 8 ] 

From equation 7. wiih H = 91 293 for fhe reference c?se, 
^ 12.14 x 10*$ n m ... / . u / . 
C = 9l293xl.3xlf>KWh = ° l ° m , l ' S / k W h 

Tbc total levelised cost of power production for the U.S. PWR in the same case (2) is 43.8 mills/kWh Thus 
decommissioning would account for 0.2 per cent of the levelised cost of electricity from the PWR. 

Summary of Levelised Decommissiomag Costs 

A summary of the levelised cost calculations on the basis of the countries" estimates for decommissioning 
costs is presented in Tables 12 and 13. Table 12 corresponds to the reference case and includes calculations for 0. 5. 
and 10 per cent discount rates. Table 13 gives the results for Variants 1 and 3 at 5 percent discount rate. Variant 2 
has not been considered separately; in comparison with the reference case, the cosi effect of lower load factor at 
equilibrium is inversely proportional to the change in levelised average load factor (Equation 7). 
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Table P 
DECOMMISSIONING COSTS PER UNIT OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCED 

25-YEAR UNIT LIFETIME 

January 1984 U.S. mills/kWh 

United States 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

Sweden 

Finland 

Canada 

Reactor type 

PWR 
BWR 

PWR 
BWR 

PWR 
BWR 

PWR 
BWR 

HWR 

0 

0.6 
0.7 
07 
1.0 

0.7 
1.0 

0.6 

0.9 

Stage i 
immediately 

5 

0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 

0.2 
0.4 

0.2 

0.3 

10 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 

0.1 
0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

Stage 1/30 ysars/ 
Slajc .1 

Discmini rate. % 

0 3 !0 

0.7 0.1 0.0 
0.9 0.1 0.0 
0.7 0.1 0.0 
1.1 0.1 0.0 

0.7 0.1 0 0 

0.7 0.1 0.0 

Stage 2/100 vc. 
Stage 1 

0 5 

1.0 0.1 
1.1 0.2 

i rv 

10 

0.1 
0.1 
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Table 18 
DECOMMISSIONING COSTS PER UNIT OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCED 

FOR TWO LIFETIME VARIANTS 
5 PER CENT DISCOUNT RATE 

January 1984 US milb/kWh 

Coaatojr 

United States 

Federal Republic 
of Gcraaay 

Sweden 

Finland 

Canada 

RocMrwc 

PWR 
BWR 

PWR 
BWR 

PWR 
BWR 

PWR 
BWR 

HWR 

State) 
iw ig i l i ' l 

20 JO 

0.3 0.2 
0.4 0.2 

0.4 0.2 
0.6 0.3 

0.4 0.2 
0.5 0.2 

0.3 0.2 

0.5 0.2 

Staft l/Kycan/ | Sti**2/I00j«an/ 
SttfcJ | Ste^J 

Uatfl «cf«c. Yon 
20 M 

0.2 0.1 
0.2 C.I 

0.1 0.1 
0.2 3.1 

O.i 0.1 

0.1 0.1 

20 X> 

0.2 0.1 
0.2 0.1 
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Appendix 4 

EXCHANGE RATES 

EXCHANGE RATE PER US$ AT I.1.19S4 

Country 

Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Canada 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Greece 
Ireland 
Italy 
Japan 
Netherlands 
New-Zealand 
Norway 
Portugal 
Spam 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Turkey 
United Kingdom 
United States 

Currency 

Dollar 
Schilling 
Franc 
Dollar 
Krone 
Markka 
Franc 
DM 
Drachma 
Pound 
Lire 
Yen 
Gulden 
Dollar 
Krone 
Escudo i 
Peseta 
Krona 
Franc 
Lira 
Pound 
Dollar 

Exchange Rai 

1.1205 
19.341 
55.64 

1.2444 
9.8750 
5 8100 
8.3475 
2.7238 

98.670 
0.8811 

1659.5 
232.20 

3.0645 
1.5279 
7.7425 

131.65 
156.70 

8.0010 
2.1795 

282.80 
0.6894 
1 

Sct0tts: Mflpfi CCMDMR? MNMMpy, OECD* FcbnMfy I9S4. 



Appendix 5 

MEMBERS OF THE WORKING GROUP ON DECOMMISSIONING 

Belgium 

Canada 

Finland 

France 

Germany. 
Federal Republic of 

Italy-

Japan 

Spain 

Sweden 

United Kingdom 

United States 

CEC 

Mr. P. Dozine? 

Mr. J.C. Moureau 

Mr. M. Preat 

Mr. R. Bennett 

Mr. P. De 

Mr H.B. Merlin 

Mr. J. Saroudis 

Mr. T. Kukkola 

Mr. F. Anselin 

Mr. A. L. Cregut 

Mr. R. GOrtz 
Mr. W. Zimmermann 

Mr. M. Conti 

Mr. T. Vitiello 

Mr. T. Egashira 

Mr. T. Imamura 

Mr. R. San Martin 

Mr. H. ForsstrOm 

Mr. A. Colquhoun 

Mr. A.R. Gregory 

Mr. J.D. Hart 

Dr. S.M. Stearn 

Mr. E.G. DeLaney 
(Chairman) 

Ms. J. Mickelson 
(Consultant) 

Mr. A. Reynolds 

Mr. R. Bisci 

Tract ionel 

Ministerc de la Sante Publique 

Tractionel 

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. 

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. 

Energy, Mines and Resources 

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. 

Imatran Voima Oy 

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique 

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique 

Brenk Systemplanung 

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 

Ente Nazionale Energia Alternative 

Ente Nazionale per I'Energia Elettrica 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

Japanese Delegation to the OECD 

Ministerio de Industria 

Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co. 

British Nuclear Fuel pic 

Central Electricity Generating Board 

Central Electricity Generating Board 

Department of Environment 

Department of Energy 

UNC Nuclear Industries 

United States Delegation to the OECD 

Programme Declassement 
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IAEA 

OECD/NEA 

Mr. D. E. Saire 

Mr. T. Sasaki 

Mr. K. Bragg 

Mr. M. Crijns 

Ms. M. Dawson 

Mr. O. Ilari 

Mr. W.T. Potter 

Dr. P. Silvennoinen 

Mr. H.E. Thcxton 

Mr. J. Vira 
(Secretary) 

Waste Management Section 

Nuclear Science and Development 

Radiological Protection and Waste Management 
Division 

Nuclear Development Division 

Nuclear Development Division 

Radiological Protection and Waste Management 
Division 

Nuclear Development Division 

Nuclear Development Division 

Nuclear Development Division 

Nuclear Development Division 
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COUNTRY SPECIFIC ANNEXES 

The information presented below comes primarily from answers to a questionnaire distributed to NEA 
Member States. The questionnaire asked for the following types of information: 

1. National policies and strategies for decommissioning, radioactive waste handling and disposal and 
optimisation of decommissioning plans; 

2. Social considerations taken into account in forming decommissioning policies or strategy; 

3. Decommissioning regulations; 

4. Major decommissioning projects that are scheduled for the next 10 years or longer; 

5. Facility repair and maintenance work that can be related to decommissioning; 
6. Demonstration projects that are needed, but not yet planned, that can provide additional technical 

experience and cost data; 
7. Any projects planned or underway that will futher develop and demonstrate decommissioning-related 

technology; 
8. Costs and manhours for past and planned major decommissioning projects; 

9. Scope of work used for performing total decommissioning for each past and planned major 
project; 

10. Principal alternative methods of financing decommissioning. 

The following annexes do not contain information on every topic listed above. As would be expected, most of 
the respondents reported they had no experience or plans in several areas; furthermore, some of the material 
provided in response to the questionnaire is reported in other sections of this document. 
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BELGIUM 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Reprocess spent fuel; vitrify HLW, ILW and TRU wastes in a geologic repository; dispose 
of LLW in the ocean, if possible, or by shallow land burial. Belgium has a major study underway to evaluate the 
safety of disposing of HLW and spent fuel in a clay formation. The management of radioactive waste is the 
responsibility of a public body, the National Organisation for Radioactive Waste and Fissile Materials 
(ONDRAF), which is competent in the fields of spent fuel and waste transport and storage, waste conditioning and 
waste disposal. 

Decommissioning Strategy: Not yet developed. 

Financing Provisions for Decommissioning: Each electricity producing company is required to establish an 
internal fund for nuclear plant decommissioning. Funds are raised through annual contributions during plant 
lifetime (conventionally assumed as 20 years). Together with the interest accrued these contributions must, in 
30 years from plant startup, make 12 per cent of the investment cost (excluding interest during construction) 
presently needed to build such a plant. Interest calculation is based on rates customarily used for present worth 
calculations. Annual contributions to the fund are taken into account in the kWh prices for electricity. 

Social Considerations: No specific application to questions relating to the decommissioning of nuclear 
installations. 

REGULATIONS 

No specific legislation concerning decommissioning. Such activities are covered by the general regulations 
governing nuclear activities. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

1. Eurochemic reprocessing plant- the plant may be refurbished and operated again, or it may be 
decommissioned totally; either activity should provide useful experience and information concerning decommis
sioning costs for nuclear facilities that use chemical processes. 

2. Nuclear Energy Research Centre (Mol) -development of various techniques that might be used in treating 
decommissioning wastes: high-temperature incineration; cutting and compaction of solid wastes; conditioning of 
concentrates by bituminisation, concreting or encapsulation in resins. Various Belgian organisations also 
collaborate with the European Communities under their decommissioning programs - specific Belgian 
contributions include pest-accident decontamination studies at TMI in the U.S., development of a mobile robot 
able to inspect, control and repair a reactor in operation and development of large containers for the transport of 
wastes from decommissioning PWRs. 

CANADA 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Prepare for deep geologic disposal of either spent fuel or immobilised HLW and TRLJ 
wastes; store LLW/ILW until disposal facilities matched to the intrinsic properties of the various types of wastes 
are ready. Development of waste management technology is handled principally by Eldorado Resources Limited, 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and Ontario Hydro. 

Decommissioning Strategy: No specific strategy delineated; decommissioning regard? i as simply another stage 
in a nuclear facility's life cycle, subject to virtually the same policies as those applied to siting, construction and 
operation. 
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Financial Provisions for Decommissioning: Facility owners/operators are responsiWe for decommissioning of 
their facilities and are free to accomplish this by whatever mode they wish to employ, provided they comply with 
the pertinent national nuclear objectives, requirements and performance standards as established by tht Atomic 
Energy Control Board (AECB). The method currently employed for financing decommissioning projects follows 
the principal that when the costs of removal of fixed assets can be reasonably estimated and are significant, the 
amounts should be charged to operations over the remaining service life of the asset. 

Social Considerations: The AECB endeavours to obtain, and take into account at an early stage, public opinion 
concerning nuclear regulatory policies, requirements and guidelines. This approach will be followed in the case of 
decommissioning. Two important concerns are the choice of decommissioning mode and the disposal of 
decommissioning wastes. 

REGULATIONS 

There are currently no regulations specific to decommissioning; decommissioning activities are generally 
subject to the Atomic Energy Control Regulations SOR/74-334, 1974, as subscqu. ntly amended. The proposed 
general amendments to the regulations issued as Consultative Document C-83 in April 1986, contain 
requirements concerning the issuance of decommissioning licences. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

1. Search for decontamination techniques that reduce the volumes and acid and complexant content of 
decontamination wastes generated. 
2. Development of equipment for the remote removal and replacement of contaminated equipment (remotely 
controlled plasma arc cutting and TIG welding have been used in re-tubing CANDU reactor vessels). 
3. Work in improved waste conditioning techniques: controlled-air incineration; bituminisation of incinerator 
ash; shredding and bituminisation of contaminated trash; use of cement and polyester resin as immobilisation 
agents. 
4. Development of improved waste coruainers. 

ANALYSIS OF DECOMMISSIONING COSTS 

1. Percentage cost breakdown for Gentilly-1 Decommissioning Programme (actual cost data are not 
available outside the AECL): 

Activity 

Engineering and planning 
Administration and on-site construction 

management 
Actual decommissioning 
Contingency 

Slagc 3 
Decommissioning immediately 

after final shutdown 

7.5 

21.3 
54. i 
16,5 

Stage 1 
Decommissioning immediately 

after final shutdown. 
Stage 3 

Decommi.ssiong after 30 years 

5.9 

13.8 
69.6 
10.7 

2. Percentage cost breakdown for major tasks for the case of Stage 3 decommissioning Gentilly-1 
immediately after shutdown and extending over a six year period. 

Activity 

Decontamination 

Dismantling 
Packaging 
Transportation 
Total 

T 
Reactor building 

1.0 
9.1 
3.5 
1.4 

15.0 

Service building 

3.8 
0.1 

3.9 

Turbine building 

0.4 
6.9 
1.9 

9.2 

Pumphouse and 
switch yard 

0.6 
0.1 

0.7 

Total 

1.4 

20.4 

5.6 
1.4 

28.8 
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FINLAND 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Prepare for final disposal of spent fuel in a geologic repository in case contractual 
arrangement for transferring spent fuel or reprocessing waste irrevocably outside the country cannot be achieved. 
Reactor wastes are packaged and disposed of in a rock cavern at the plant site. 

Decommissioning Strategy: Go to Stage 3 as soon as practical; the plant site and some structures are to be reused 
for energy production. 

Financial Provisions for Decommissioning: The owner is responsible for taking care of the plant and its wastes in 
a reasonable period of time. At present, the utilities are obliged to set aside funds each year for decommissioning; 
long-term control and use of the decommissioning fund is to be stipulated in the new nuclear energy law. 

REGULATIONS 

Regulations specific to decommissioning have not been formulated, so the general provisions for nuclear 
work apply. No criteria have been set officially for licensing termination or unrestricted release, but the following 
criteria are used in design: 

Surface <» 
Surface B, 7 
Specific Activity 

3.7 x 103 Bq/m2 

3.7 x 104 Bq/m2 

74Bq/g 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

No major activities under way at present. 

ESTIMATED DECOMMISSIONING COSTS 

Costs and manpower requirements have been estimated for decommissioning the Loviisa and Olkiluoto 
Nuclear Power Stations. The breakdown of the estimates is as follows (costs in millions of 1984 
U.S. dollars): 

Project Management and Design 
Safe Storing 

Storing Costs 
Surveillance (31 years) 

Dismantling 
Decontamination 
RPV and Internals 
Contaminated Systems 
Contaminated Construction 

Waste Management 
Operation 
Contingency 
Total 

Loviisa ' 

560 m mo 

90 m mo 
9 510 m mo 

240 m mo 

! & 2 

2.4 

0.5 
2.7 

29.6 
1.0 

13.1 

8.3 

17.3 
74.9 

Olkilutito 

720 m mo 

1 600 m mo 
1 000 m mo 

1 000 m mo 
16 700 m mo 

260 m mo 

1 & 2 

3.3 

8.3 

71.1 

19.2 

8.6 

22.1 
132.6 
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FRANCE 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: 

- For short-lived radionuclides the wastes arc isolated by suitable embedding for 300 years and sent to a 
controlled shallow land burial site. Beyond 300 years the radioactivity will be negligible. 

- For long-lived radionuclides and fission products the wastes are isolated or vitrified and buried in deep 
geological formations. 

- Liquid wastes are processed by conventional techniques such as decontamination and evaporation. 

Decommissioning Strategy: Today decommissioning is considered to be at an experimental stage. Dismantling 
operations are examined on a case by case basis, followed by pilot operations and research and development of 
suitable technologies. 

Financial Provisions/or Decommissioning: The utility takes into account the decommissioning costs in the same 
way as the construction COSTS. For the Atomic Energy Commission the annual funding allows dismantling of 
surplus facilities. 

Social Considerations: Social considerations must be taken into account but are not expected to provide 
significant impact on future decommissioning activities. 

REGULATIONS 

Actual regulations for nuclear facilities are suitable for decommissioning. Specific regulations will be 
formulated on the basis of the decommissioning experience. Activity limits for free release must be carefully uet 
up. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

- Decommissioning operations are managed in order to obtain experience and induce Research and 
Development. 

- R and D focusses on the following .terns: 
1. Decommissioning safety assessment; 
2. Robotics - Remote handling; 
3. Cutting tools and techniques; 
4. Decontamination means and processes; 
5. Decommissioning waste treatment; 
6. Methodology for general studies and cost analyses. 

ESTIMATED DECOMMISSIONING COSTS 

Computerised cost analysis systems are set up to evaluate costs and take into account the experimental 
input. 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Build and operate AFR storage facilities for spent fuel; reprocess and vitrify H LW; prepare 
for disposal of all wastes, potentially including spent fuel, in geologic repositories. Reprocessing wastes are to be 
placed In a salt dome repository, while decommissioning and reactor wastes are to go into the Konrad Mine 
(crystalline rock) repository, which is expected to be ready in 1989. The private sector is responsible for radioactive 
waste conditioning and storage; the government for waste disposal. 

Decommissioning Strategy: No generally preferable approach to decommissioning has beer, identiried. 
Licensing is based on the same legal provisions and guiding principles as in other fields of nuclear technology. The 
development of specific rules and guidelines shall proceed according to the needs observed in decommissioning 
experience. 

Development and Demonstration of Related Technology: Though the general feasibility of decommissioning i'j 
well established, progress in certain areas is desirable. Therefore, the government of the Federal Republic of 
Germany has sponsored research and development efforts to improve decommissioning techniques covering, but 
not being restricted to, explosive dismantling of reinforced concrete, piping and pressure vessels after embrittling 
by cooling with liquid nitrogen, powder and plasma cutting, decontamination and melting of radioactive 
metals. 

Furthermore, as a member of the European Community, the Federal Republic of Germany has taken part 
in the extensive programme of the Community on the decommissioning of nuclear power plants. 

Estimated Decommissioning Costs: See Table 13 of Appendix 2 in this report. 

Financial Provisions for Decommissioning: The utilities are responsible for all decommissioning actions 
including cost. They make provision for liabilities and charges on a voluntary basis based on estimated cost and 
facility operation time. 

Social Considerations: Questions about the feasibility of decommissioning, raised by the anti-nuclear 
movement in Germany, provided part of the incentive for the KKN decommissioning project. At present, social 
considerations are not expected to provide significant impact on future decommissioning activities. 

REGULATIONS 

1. A licence is required for the decommissioning of an installation, the safe enclosure of a finally 
decommissioned installation or the dismantling of the installation or parts thereof - Atomic Energy Act of 
October 31, 1986, Annex 2. 
2. The Atomic Energy Act and the ordinances based on it are executed by the States (Lander) on behalf of the 
Federal Government. The state authorities are supervised by the Federal Minister of the Interior, who is advised by 
two expert groups, the Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) and the Radiological Protection Commission (SSK) 
- Grundgesetz, Article 87 c. 

3. Nuclear power plants are required to be in such a condition that they can be decommissioned in compliance 
with the Radiation Protection Regulations. A concept for the removal of the plant after its final shutdown is to be 
provided. Presentation of this concept is demanded in the licensing procedure for new nuclear power plants. 
Nuclear Power Plant Safety Criteria, promulgation of October 21,1977, Criterion 2.10. 

4. Design of nuclear facilities is to make allowance for ultimate decommissioning of the plant, its security 
and/or its disposal. Components are to be designed and arranged in such a way that they can be decontaminated, 
disassembled and transferred inside the plant with as low a radiation exposure as possible. RSK guidelines for 
pressurised water reactors, 3rd Edition, October 14,1981, Item 16. 
5. The following criteria have been estabtshed as a basis of licensing for release: 

a) Surface Contamination 0.037 Bq/cm2: a emitters 
0.37 Bq/cm2: B,T emitters 

b) Specific Activity \0~* allowance/g. 
(values of the allowance are provided in the Ordinance on Protection.) 

A more detailed guideline for release criteria is presently under consideration. 
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ITALY 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Low radioactive waste handling and conditioning techniques have been developed and can 
now be considered commonly available. Suitable locations (shillow land burial or underground cavities for a 
centralised temporary storage) have been investigated. Actions are in progress to seiect the most appropriate 
sites. 

Decommissioning Strategy. As major activities have not been done so far, decommissioning is considered to be at 
an experimental stage. The policy on power plants decommissioning is to implement Stage 1 and possibly further 
steps towards Stage 2, then to delay implementation of Stage 3 up to 30 years. In the meanwhile appropriate 
procedures for total dismantling will be developed in the light of the cuucfu technology and suitable facilities for 
the disposal of the arising wastes will be made available. 

Financial Provision for Decommissioning: Italian operators of nuclear installations are essentially state-owned 
or state-controlled organisations, such as ENEL (State Electricity Board) and ENEA (National R&D Board for 
Nuclear and Other Alternative Energies). Therefore, no problem exists for the financing of decommissioning 
activities, other than suitable budgeting. Allowance for decommissioning costs is made in the evaluation of the unit 
electricity costs from projected nuclear power plants. 

REGULATIONS 

All aspects concerning safety, radiation protection and environmental protection will fall in any case under 
appropriate national regulations. Specific reference to decommissioning activities will be included in the 
forthcoming revision of the Presidential Decree 13 February 1964 N.J85, which is currently the basic law on 
nuclear safety and radiation protection. Meanwhile, regulatory provisions for the licensing activities are derived 
from applicable regulations in force 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

Some research activities are curried out to obtain experience mainly on techniques and equipment for 
decontamination and dismantlement. Projects are in progress for the decommissioning of important systems of one 
power plant. 

ESTIMATED DECOMMISSIONING COST 

No real experience has been achieved on actual decommissioning cost for substantial installation, such as 
an industrial power plant. 

JAPAN 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Reprocess spent fuel; vitrify the HLW; dispose of alpha wastes and HLW packages in a 
deep geologic repository; dispose of I ,LW by ocean dumping, if possible, or by shallow land burial. Disposal of 
HLW and other long-lived wastes is a governmental responsibility, while treatment and disposal of low-level 
wastes are to be handled by the private sector. Decommissioning is to be carried out safely, in harmony with local 
society and with the intent to utilise the site efficiently afterwards. 
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Decommissioning Strategy. Although decommissioning strategy is to be decided on a case by case basis, the 
principle is to dismantle and remove a reactor as soon as possible after its operation is terminated. In the case of 
commercial power reactors, the principle is to dismantle reactors after five to ten years safe storage. 
Financial Provision* for Decommissioning: In Summer 1985 the cost oli decommissioning a 1 100MW(e) 
commercial LWR on conditions mentioned above was estimated by a government-sponsored committee to be 
about 30 billion yen. The result of cost estimation may be reflected on electric charges, funding and taxation 
system. 

Social Considerations: Decommissioning has not yet been addressed specifically, although much effort goes into 
gaining public support for siting nuclear facilities. 

REGULATIONS 

A report on decommissioning shall be submitted from applicant to the competent minister in advance and 
the competent minister may, if he deems necessary, designate the decommissioning method or establish 
requirements for decontamination, safety, etc. The competent ministers are the Minister of State for Science and 
Technology (experimental reactors), the Minister of International Trade and Industry (commercial power 
reactors) and the Minister of Transportation (nuclear ships) - Law for Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, 
Nuclear Fuel Material and Atomic Reactor, Article 38. 

Licensing termination and unrestricted release criteria are not mentioned in the Japanese regulations. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

The following techniques have been developed and will be demonstrated in the dismantlement of 
JPDR: 

A. Estimation of radioactivity inventory; 
B. Decontamination techniques for pipings and concrete structures; 
C. Disassembly techniques for radioactive facilities; 
D. Remote handling techniques needed for disassembly; 
E. Radiation control techniques during dismantlement; 
F. Waste management techniques for decommissioning; 
G. Decommissioning systems engineering. 

Nuclear Power Engineering Test Center 

Demonstration test of 1. dismantling techniques for reactor pressure vessels and 2. demolishing techniques 
for biological shield walls. 

NETHERLANDS 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Practice land-based storage of all categories of radioactive waste (LLW, ILW, HLW or 
spent fuel elements) for a period of several decades; decision as to disposal is to be deferred indefinitely. COVRA 
(Central Organisation for Radioactive Waste) has been organised to take responsibility for radioactive waste 
management for the Netherlands. No special policy has been developed for decommissioning. 
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Decommissioning Strategy: It is generally envisaged that surplus nuclear facilities will have to be dismantled 
eventually but that this will not occur for several decades after the facility has been shut down. 

Financial Provisions for Decommissioning: No policy formulated; the owners of commercial power reactors 
may raise funds for decommissioning. 

REGULATIONS 

No special regulations for decommissioning; such activities would be covered by the regulations governing 
public health and safety, as laid down in the Nuclear Energy Act. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

Special need: techniques for measuring residual radionuclide levels inside process equipment after 
decontamination, and techniques to qualify for unrestricted release. 

NORWAY 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Four research reactors and one pilot reprocessing plant have been or are in operation in Norway, but no 
nuclear power is to be produced before the year 2000, hence little official aitention has been paid to waste 
management or decommissioning. 

REGULATIONS 

The operating licenses for the Norwegian research reactors, issued under the provisions of Act No. 28 of 
12th May 1972 concerning nuclear energy activities, require that the owner of the facility prepare plans for 
decommissioning it and present the plans to the Nuclear Energy Safety Authority three years before the licensing 
permit is due to expire. 

SWEDEN 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Spent fuel and HLW canisters (from foreign reprocessor of Swedish spent fuel) are to be 
stored for 40 years before encapsulation and transfer to a geologic repository. Reactors wastes are to be disposed of 
underground, either at the reactor site or in a final repository that has storage chambers in bedrock, about 50 m 
below ground. Policy requires that the nuclear power plants be dismantled eventually, and storage chambers for 
decommissioning wastes will be excavated in the reactor waste repository in a later construction phase after the 
year 2000. 
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Decommissioning Strategy: No decision has been taken between dismantling soon after final reactor shutdown 
and allowing a cooling period before dismantling. As the decommissioning of the first big nuclear power reactor in 
Sweden is still more than 20 years ahead, no detailed optimisation studies have been performed as yet. 

Financial Provisions for Decommissioning: The reactor owner pays an annual fee. based upon power 
production, into a fund managed by the state. When the reactor is decommissioned and dismantled, the reactor 
owner will be reimbursed for his costs from the fund. A similar provision is made for other back-end costs. 

Social Considerations: Nothing specific to decommissioning, but proposed nuclear legislation is subjected to 
extensive public review before presentation to the Parliament. 

REGULATIONS 

The Act of Nuclear Activities of January 12. 1984 specifies that the holder of a license for nuclear activities 
is to: 

1. Take the measures necessary to maintain safety, safely handle and finally dispose of nuckar waste and 
decommission and dismantle in a safe manner plants in which the activity is no longer to be carried out 
(Section 10). 

2. Ensure that such research and development is conducted as is needed to fulfill the requirements set 
forth in Section 10 (Section II). 

3. Prepare or have prepared a programme for the R&D work stipulated in Sections 10 and 11. The 
programme is to present a survey of all measures that may be necessary and also specify the measures 
that are intended to be taken within a period of at least six years. Beginning in 1986. the programme is 
to be submitted to the Government or designated authority every third year for examination and 
evaluation (Section 12). 

The Act on Financing of Future Expenses for Spent Nuclear Fuel Etc., issued January 12. 1984. stipulates 
that the holder of a license to possess or operate a nuclear power reactor shall defray, inter alia, the costs 
for: 

1. the safe handling and final safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel from the reactor and radioactive waste 
deriving from it; 

2 the safe decommissioning and dismantling of the reactor installation; 
3. the required R&D. 

Costs of these actions are to be estimated annually and an annual fee. adjusted each year, is to be paid to the 
State as long as the reactor is in operation. 

Measures concerning the health and safety of workers and the public are prescribed in the Radiation 
Protection Act, while detailed regulations are provided by the National Institute for Radiation Protection. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

1. Development of methods for system decontamination - Swedish nuclear power plants. 
2. Planning for the exchange of the steam generators at Ringhals 2 (to start in 1988). 
3. Start of disposal of reactor operational waste in the underground repository - 1988. 

DECOMMISSIONING COSTS 

See Table 14 in Appendix 2. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Haste Management: Reprocess spent fuel, vitrify the resulting HLW and store the HLW glass for at least 
50 years; continue land disposal of LLW; establish new land disposal sites or repositories for LLW and ILW. 
including a deep repository for alpha-bearing wastes: replant existing power station sites with new units after 
obsolete piant has been taken out of service whenever such sites are suitable for redevelopment. (Generally, 
nuclear sites will remain in use as centres of generation for long after the present stations have been closed down, 
and obsolete reactor plants will, in many cases, be allowed to cool for many years before being dismantled). 

Decommissioning Strategy. The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) has developed a prelii.iinary 
concept for decommissioning Sizewell B: 

1. Stage I (commencing soon after shutdown)- remove all fuel: if shown to be aJvantageous. 
decontaminate the reactor primary loop, heat exchangers and other facilities: process and package 
sludges, resins and othc radioactive wastes for offsite disposal. 

2. Stage 2 - dismantle the plant and buildings external to the reactor biological shield and remove waste 
materials. Completion of Stage 2 is expected about 10 years after reactor shutdown. 

3. Stage 3 - dismantle the reactor plant. Stage 3 might start immediately after Stage 2 is completed, or 
might be delayed several decades. 

Financial Provisions for Decommissioning: CEGB makes financial provision for the eventual costs of 
decommissioning in its accounts. 

REGULATIONS 

No statutory regulations that relate specifically to decommissioning. It is anticipated that a nuclear plant 
operator will continue to be responsible for the safety of its operators and the general public until the Health and 
Safety Executive agrees that no danger exists from ionising radiations from anything on the site or any part 
thereof. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

1. Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB)- formulation of a plan to decommission a typical 
Magnox power station. 

2. United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority - demonstration of equipment and procedures by 
decommissioning the Windscale Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor. 

ESTIMATED DECOMMISSIONING COSTS 

A Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) study assessed the total decommissioning costs for a 
Magnox station similar to Sizewell A. Assuming the use of today's technology and completion of the project 
through to final site clearance, the study concluded the project would cost between £270 million and £150 million 
at 1982 prices, depending upon the timing. 
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UNITED STATES 

NATIONAL POLICY 

Waste Management: Disposal of LLW by shallow-land burial. Disposal of civilian HL W or spent fuel is defined 
by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. This act establishes rules for siting, licensing, constructing and operating 
geological repositories for disposal of HL W. It also establishes a waste fund to be collected from the utilities and a 
timetable, leading to receipt of waste for disposal, beginning in 1998. The act calls for two repositories situated in 
different rock formations. All waste contaminated above 100 nCi TRU/g is stored retrievably for eventual 
disposal in a geological repository. 

Decommissioning Strategy: The NRC has proposed a comprehensive policy for decommissioning of nuclear 
facilities. When finally established, this policy is expected to be that all alternatives lead eventually to release of the 
site for unrestricted use (Stage 3) and termination of the license. Delays in reaching this condition, such as putting 
the plant in a safe storage (Stage 1) or entombment (Stage 2) condition, will be limited to situations where there is 
2 compensating benefit, such as reduced occupational exposures due to radioactive decay or when there is an 
impediment such as lack of off-site spent fuel storage or waste disposal facilities. Planning for decommissioning 
will be specified at the licensing stage and updated near the end of plant operation. If a detailed cost estimate is not 
available, an estimate of at least $100 million (1984 dollars) will be used for a powerplant decommissioning. 
Methods for assuring availability of funds will be required. Some acceptable methods are: prepayment: external 
sinking fund (for utilities with single nuclear powerplants); surety method of insurance; an internal reserve fund 
Currently, the role of the NRC in this area is to establish policy guidelines for decommissioning. If the NRC does 
not choose to take a more active role in this area, utilities will then be free to choose any decommissioning option 
that satisfies the guidelines. As a result, the option used will only require approval from the appropriate State 
regulatory commission. The same is true for the choice of a mechanism for recovering the funds. 

The current decommissioning policies of 17 states were reviewed. Prompt dismantlement (Stage 3) is the 
preferred decommissioning option, followed by the safe storage method. Currently no State has chosen the 
entombment (Stage 2) option. It appears that most States prefer a prompt solution of the decommissioning 
problem. Further, it is interesting to note that most States will require that the land be restored to unrestricted or 
preconstruction uses. 

Financial Provisions for Decommissioning: The eiectric utility companies are required to establish a fund for 
decommissioning nuclear facilities. The Tax Reform Act of 1984 recognises the deductibility of utility 
contributions to a nuclear decommissioning trust fund. NRC requires proof that license applicants are financially 
able to safely remove reactors from operation. 

All the regulatory bodies involved have considered decommissioning expenses to be a cost of sen-ice. A 
number of mechanisms have therefore been suggested to recover from ratepayers the funds used for 
decommissioning. One method, funding at commissioning, would commit the funds for decommissioning when a 
unit enters operation. Presumably, the funds would then be reinvested, and consequently only a fraction of the total 
cost would be prepaid. The prepaid funds, plus an appropriate return, would be recovered from ratepayers over the 
life of the plant. Alternatively, the funds could be accrued over the plant's operational lifetime. One method of 
doing this would be to collect revenues from ratepayers and place them in a sinking fund, which would be managed 
either by the utility (internal fund) or by a trustee (external fund). The negative net salvage method would then be 
used to accrue the funds over the life of the plant. Under this approach, the decommissioning expenses would be 
treated as negative net salvage for computing the capital cost for depreciation purposes. The costs would then be 
recovered by means of depreciation charges. This approach would treat decommissioning costs as jusi another 
capital cost; hence, the funds would remain internal to the utility. It is important to note that if the funds arc 
invested at the same rate, then all three funds will yield the same annual charge to the ratepayers. 

Eight states currently prefer the sinking fund mechanism for cost recovery from ratepayers. In a number of 
these states, legislation has already been enacted to create decommissioning committees to manage the funds, 
review plans, and adjust payment schedules. However, five other states have chosen to collect the necessary 
revenues by means of depreciation charges and to keep the decommissioning funds internal to the utilities. 

Social Considerations: The Decommissioning of a facility must comply with the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA)of 1969. NEPA is the basic national charter for protection of the environment. It establishes policy, 
sets goals, and provides means for carrying out the policy. NEPA procedures ensure that environmental 
information is available to public officials and citizens before decisions arc made and before actions are taken on 
such operations as the decommissioning of specific nuclear facilities. 
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REGULATIONS 

Federal government interests in the civilian nuclear power area are administered by the Department of 
Energy (DOE: R&D, uranium enrichment, waste disposal), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC: 
regulation and licensing) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA: environmental protection criteria). 
Commercial power generation, fuel fabrication, reprocessing and waste treatment activities are the responsibility 
of private industry. Fuel cycle and waste management R 4 D is conducted primarily by contractor organisations 
operating DOE's National Laboratories, repository projects, and the nuclear defence materials programme. 

Although regulations covering all aspects of decommissioning utility powerplant and supporting fuel cycle 
facilities are not yet in place, the principal framework should be established within the next five years by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA is 
developing radiation protection criteria for the unrestricted release, after decontamination of land and facilities 
contaminated with radioactive materials. Some key issues to be dealt with are: whether the criteria will be broad 
guidance or more specific environmental standards; whether different criteria will be needed for several categories 
of facilities; how the level and longevity of the residual contamination will be addressed by the criteria; whether a 
time limit for reliance on institutional control is needed and what limit is appropriate; whether a level of residual 
radioactivity can be specified which is below regulatory concern. 

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.86, Termination of Operating and Procedures Licenses for Nuclear Reactors 
describes methods for termination of an operating license, including the requirement that the dismantlement of the 
facility and disposal of the component parts not be inimical to the common defence and security or lo the health 
and safety of the public. 

Four alternatives of nuclear reactor facilities are considered acceptable in this guidance: 

- Mothballing; 
- In-Place Entombment; 
- Removal of Radioactive Components and Dismantling; 
- Conversion to a New Nuclear System or a Fossil Fuel System. 
Prior to release of facilities and materials for unrestricted use, the licensee should make a comprehensive 

radiation survey establishing that contamination is within the following: 

ACCEPTABLE SURFACE CONTAMINATION LEVELS 

dpm*/100cm2 

Nuclides 

U-nat, U-235, U-238, and associated decay products 
Transuranics, Ra-226, Ra-228, Th-230, Th-228, 

Pa-231, Ac-227,1-125,1-129 
Th-nat, Th-232, Sr-90, Ra-223, Ra-224, U-232,1-126, 

1-131,1-133 
Beta-gamma emitters (nuclides with decay modes other than 

alpha emission or spontaneous fission) except Sr-90 and 
others noted above. 

Average 

5000 

100 

1 000 

5 000 

Maximum 

15000 

300 

3000 

15000 

Removable 

1 000 

20 

200 

1 000 
* dpm « disintegrations per minute. 

Prior to release of the premises, a radiation survey of the surface and subsurface should be performed to 
assure that soil contamination is below guidelines for unrestricted use. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

Several DOE decommissioning projects including the continued clean-up work at TM1-2, the decommis
sioning at the West Valley Reprocessing Plant and the Shippingport Atomic Power Station will provide additional 
development and demonstration of decommissioning technology. A few utility power plants are in the process of 
being decommissioned and many utilities are preparing decommissioning plans and cost estimates for power 
plants. 
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U.S. DOE DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS 

The decommissioning of Department of Energy (DOE) surplus facilities, which were previously used for 
research and development of nuclear power and the fuel cycle or for production of defence materials, will continue 
as part of the Surplus Facilities Management Programme (SFMP). There are currently about 350 facilities in the 
SFMP including reactor, fuel cycle support and materials production facilities, and waste disposal facilities A 
comprehensive plan for decommissioning these facilities during the next 20 years at a cost exceeding S1.4 billion is 
being prepared, and is expected to be available during the next year. The fiscal year 1986 budget for this DOE 
programme is $56 million. Other DOE decommissioning activities will be conducted outside the SFMP, including 
decommissioning of small research reactors, accelerators, and nuclear materials research and utilisation facilities 
A major DOE activity related to decommissioning of fuel cycle facilities is the stabilisation or relocation of inactive 
uranium mill tailings piles. Twenty-four piles will be stabilised or relocated and contaminated nearby properties 
will be cleaned up at a total cost of about $745 million through the early 1990s. 

Another major DOE activity is the decontamination and decommissioning of the West Valley 
Reprocessing Plan. The DOE is removing high-level radioactive waste from the plant and the total project cost is 
estimated at $136 million through completion of waste solidification in 1990. The DOE is also participating in the 
Three Mile Island - 2 Recovery Programme along with the utilities to remove the fuel, and to decontaminate the 
facility. DOE's cost in the project is $189 million through completion in 1988. 

SFMP DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS 

/. Hanford Facilities 

Several significant decommissioning projects are under way at Hanford, Washington. 

The Strontium Semiworks complex, used for radioactive reprocessing has been maintained in a safe storage 
mode, requiring routine surveillance and maintenance since 1967. The complex will be decommissioned by a 
combination of dismantlement by explosives and entombment. The major process cell will be demolished to three 
metres above grade with explosives. These cell walls will be sheared off toward the interior with the rubble 
collecting in the bottom of the cell. The uncontaminated remaining structure will be knocked down with 
conventional wrecking equipment. An earthen barrier approximately three metres thick will be placed over the 
entombed structures and the area designated to low-level waste burial site. 

The Hanford Production Reactors have been maintained in a safe storage mode, requiring routine 
surveillance and maintenance since 1965. In-situ decommissioning, (entombment) has been identified is the 
preferred decommissioning alternative, but the final selection of the facility disposition cannot be made until after 
the environmental review process. This alternative would involve leaving the reactor graphite block and associated 
heavy .shielding walls in place. The perimeter portions of the reactor building would be demolished, leaving the 
reactor block intact on its foundation. Major voids in and around the reactor block would be filled and any openings 
would be sealed. Then the block would be covered over to a minimum depth of 5 metres using building rubble and 
natural gravel. The resulting mound would act as a long-term protective barrier to isolate the radioactive material 
from man and the environment. 

2. Mound Facilities 

Several facilities located at Mound Laboratories in Ohio managed large quantities of Pu-238 for 
fabrication of radioactive heat sources. These facilities will require extensive decontamination during 
decommissioning. One facility for decommissioning is the Special Metallurgical Building, which will be 
dismantled in a radiologically safe manner. The project includes the decontamination and decommissioning of this 
building, the associated facilities, and the surrounding area which were contamined with Pu-238 during 
operation. 

Another Mound project is the decontamination of the Plutonium Processing Building, the Research 
Building and the Waste Transfer System. This project involves the removal of thousands of linear feet of 
gloveboxes; conveyor housings; and underground liquid waste lines. The estimated waste volume generated by the 
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decommissioning project will be 380 000 cubic feet of waste contaminated with plutonium. Contamination in 
certain areas is being reduced to As Law as Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). The remaining contamination is 
permanently sealed so that the areas can be reused with minimal restrictions. 

3. Oak Ridge National Laboratories 

Numerous facilities located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee will also require extensive decontamination during 
decommissioning. 

One major project, the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE), was an experimental reactor which 
employed a molten-salt containing uranium-233 fuel and thorium in a circulated system. It was operated from 
June 1965 to December 1969 at a nominal full power level of 8.0 MW. It is a very highly radioactively 
contaminated system. Decommissioning activities will involve two major tasks: 

/. permanent disposition of the fuel and flush salts, and 
2. decontamination and decommissioning of the remaining reactor facilities. 

Decommissioning planning for this project is in the preliminary planning stage. Detailed alternative assessments 
will begin in 1986. Initial work will focus on the proper disposal of the fuel and flush salt. This will involve 
development of containment techniques for salt disposal. A process for this must be developed and demonstrated. 
This task will be dependent on the determination of acceptable waste forms and packaging concepts for disposal. 
This fuel disposal task is expected to require at least 10 years. After processing of the fuel the MSRE facility may 
be decontamined and demolished, but no decision has yet been reached on the facility disposition. 

4. Shippingport Station Decommissioning Project 

The Shippingport Station is the first commercial nuclear power plant to undergo decommissioning in the 
United States. A primary objective of the Shippingport Station Decommissioning Project (SSDP) is to 
demonstrate project management and decommissioning techniques applicable to dismantling nuclear power 
plants. The dismantling of a plant of this size and complexity has not been undertaken to date. 

The dismantling of the plant begins in September 1985. Asbestos will be removed from components and 
piping throughout the plant prior to removal of the components. Radioactive items will be removed first, followed 
by non-radioactive items. The reactor pressure vessel, with the reactor closure head and internals remaining 
in-place after defueling and with the neutron shield tank, will be removed in one piece and shipped by barge to the 
radioactive waste disposal area at Hanford, Washington. This package will be prepared by filling the neutron 
shielding tank with concrete, closing all reactor pressure vessel and closure head penetrations with welded shield 
plugs, installing a lifting beam and lifting skirt rilled with concrete to shield the upper sides of the package, and 
anchoring the bottom end of the reactor pressure vessel to the neutron shield tank. Other large radioactive 
components such as the pressuriser, flash and blow-off tanks, steam generator heat exchangers, and reactor 
coolant pumps will also be sealed, externally decontaminated, and shipped as one piece on the barge to 
Hanford. 

The reactor vessel package will be prepared and facilities for the lift and on-site transport of the package 
will be constructed in parallel with the general removal of systems and components. After components are 
removed, the remaining steel and concrete structures are to be surveyed and decontaminated as required and 
released for further dismantlement by standard demolition methods. The boiler and auxiliary chambers and 
enclosures are first to be cleared of all major components and radioactivity, except for the sealed steam generator 
heat exchangers and steam drums, before the roof of the enclosures are removed to gain access for efficient removal 
of the chamber steel. The heat exchangers and steam drums are to be removed as soon as adequate openings are 
made in the boiler chamber and the enclosure roof. 

The SSDP project cost breakdown is as follows: 

Conceptual Engineering 540 
Engineering 5 460 
Decommissioning Operations 78 270 
Maintenance and surveillance 3 250 
Contingency 10 780 
Total project cost ($ in thousands) 98 300 
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OTHER DOE PROJECTS 

/. West Valley Reprocessing Plant 

The Reprocessing P'ant and associated facilities at the Western New York Nuclear Service Centre 
(WNYNSC) will be decommissioned in conjunction with solidification of the high-level radioactive waste (H L W) 
presently stored in underground tanks at the WNYNSC. 

Approximately 2 270 cubic metres of HLW in liquid and sludge form is stored in two specially designed 
and constructed underground tank storage systems adjacent to the Processing Plant building. This HLW will be 
processed into a solid vitrified form of borosilicate glass encapsulated in stainless steel canisters. New glass melter 
equipment is being assembled on the WNYNSC site to provide the HLW Vitrification Process. The shielded cells 
in the Reprocessing Plant building are being decontaminated and dismantled in order to install components and 
subsystems for the HLW Vitrification Process, the reduction and immobilisation of low-level radioactive waste 
(LLW) and transuranic wastes (TRU), and for the interim storage of the vitrified HLW canisters as well as the 
packaged TRU and LLW. 

The post-vitrification decommissioning plan for the WNYNSC has not been finalised, L t will include 
removal of radioactive components from the Processing Plant building and the glass melter building. The current 
reference is that the building will be decontaminated to a radiation level suitable for uncontrolled use. The 
underground HLW storage tanks will be emptied of their liquid and sludge HLW, and entombed in accordance 
with applicable regulations at that time. The major post-vitrification decommissioning activities are scheduled to 
begin in 1991 and to be completed in 1998. 

2. Three Mile Island-2 Recovery Programme 

The programme at Three Mile Island Unit 2 involves the removal of irradiated fuel debris and radioactive 
wastes as well as nuclear safety research on the cause and course of the accident. Nearly every system and 
component in the Reactor Containment Building and support facilities was affected in some way by the accident 
and requires recovery activities. A decontamination facility utilising electropolishing, freon spray cleaning, freon 
hose and cable cleaning, vibratory finishing, and both ultrasonic cleaning for tools and small pieces of equipment 
was constructed and is being operated. 

Contaminated water has been removed from the auxiliary building and has been processed. The auxiliary 
building walls have been cleaned and painted to affix the contamination to the walls. The equipment is being 
decontaminated. Contaminated water has been removed from the reactor building and processed. Shielding has 
been installed to reduce exposure; and water spraying, scabbling and painting of building floors has been 
performed to reduce working exposure levels. Examination, repair and replacement of parts has been performed to 
refurbish the polar crane which will be used in subsequent operations. The reactor head has been shielded and 
removed from the reactor vessel and placed on the storage stand to allow for core inspection and clean-up. 

In future years, remote processing and removal of highly contaminated resins from the purification 
demineraUsers will be conducted. Resins contaminated with fuel and cesium will be eluted to remove high cesium 
activity and be sluiced and packaged for shipment and ultimate disposition. Several robots will be used for 
characterising high radiation areas, performing special tasks such as decontamination and will assist in reactor 
dcfuelling. Removal of the fuel debris from the reactor will be accomplished with special tools, a robotic arm and 
debris canisters. 

U.S. Utility Decommissioning Projects 

In addition to DOE activities, utility power plants at Humboldt Bay and Dresden 1 are being 
decommissioned. As part of meeting regulatory requirements and the inclusion of decommis:«oning funds in the 
rate base, utilities are preparing decommissioning plans and cost estimates for each plant. The following table 
shows estimated decommissioning costs for selected U.S. nuclear powe: plans. Studies are also under way 
sponsored by utility organisations for extending the lifetimes of operating nuclear power plants. 
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ESTIMATED DECOMMISSIONING COSTS FOR SELECTED V& NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

Stale of Juridiction 

Alabama 

Arkansas 

California 

Connecticut 

Florida 

Iowa 

Kansas 

Maryland 

Michigan 

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New York 

North Carolina 

Pennsylvania 

South Carolina 

Plant, Unit 

Farley 1 
Farley 2 
Arkansas Nuclear One 1 
Arkansas Nuclear One 2 

San Onofrc 1 
San Onofre 2 
San Onofrc 3 
Diablo Canyon 1 
Diablo Canyon 2 
Humboldt Bay 3 

Millstone 1 
Millstone 2 

Turkey Point 3 
Turkey Point 4 
St. Lucie 1 
St. Lucie 2 
Crystal River 3 

Quad Cities lr 

Quad Cities 1' 
Duane Arnold 1 
Cooper \d 

Wolf Creek 

Calvert Cliffs 1 
Calvert Cliffs 2 

Enrico Fermi 1 
Enrico Fermi 2 
Big Rock 1 
Palisades 1 

Seabrook ! 
Seabrook 2 

Salem 1' 

Ginna 1 
Indian Point 2 
Nine Mile Poi 

Brunswick 1 
Brunswick 7 
McGuire 1 
McGuire 2 

Beaver Valley 
Peach Bottom 2' 
Peach Bottom V 
Susquehanna 1 
Three Mile Island 1' 

Oconee 1 
Oconee 2 
Oconee 3 
Robinson 2 
V.C. Summer 1 

I 

Type 

PWR 
PWR 

PWR 
PWR 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
BWR 

BWR 
PWR 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 

BWR 
BWR 
BWR 
BWR 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 

FBR 
BWR 
PWR 
PWR 

PWR 
PWR 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
BWR 

BWR 
BWR 
PWR 
PWR 

PWR 
BWR 
BWR 
BWR 
PWR 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 

leactor* 

Capacity 
Net 

(MWe) 

829 
829 

850 
912 

436 
1070 
1080 
1084 
1084 

65 

660 
870 

693 
693 
830 
804 
825 

789 
789 
538 
778 

1 150 

845 
845 

61 
1093 

72 
805 

1 198 
1 198 

1090 

470 
873 
620 

821 
821 

1 180 
1 180 

835 
1065 
1065 
1065 

819 

887 
887 
887 
700 
900 

Utility's 
Estimated 

Date of 
Decommissioning 

2012 
2012 

2009-2014 
2011-2016 

1997 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 

1984-2014* 

2006 
2010 

2007 
2007 
2010 
2023 
2008 

2007 
2007 
2004 
2004 

NA 
2009 
2009 

NA 
NA 
2000 
2007 

NA 
NA 

2008 

NA 
NA 
NA 

2000 
2000 
2010 
2013 

2010 
2008 
2008 
2023 
2011 

2003 
2003 
2003 
1997 
2012 

Utility's 

Total 
(million 

1983 
do'lars) 

40.96 
40.02 

29.43 
27.04 

110.25 
120.99 
137.02 
104.81 
104.81 
52.15 

93.80 
94.70 

80.28 
58.57 
86.62 
74.52 
84.44 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
46.88 
46.88 

12.44 
121.34 
47.17 
97.06 

137.34 
137.34 

43.00 

52.92 
72.73 
69.61 

61.59 
81.59 
55.11 
55.11 

64.60 
58.10 
58.10 
86.50 
37.70 
60.07 
60.07 
60.07 
53.63 
50.25 

Estimated Cost 

Per 
Kilowatt 

(1983 
dollars) 

49.41 
48.28 

34.62 
29.65 

252.86 
113.07 
126.87 
95.72 
95.72 

802.24 

142.12 
108.85 

115.85 
84.52 

104.36 
92.64 

102.35 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
55.48 
55.48 

203.91 
111.02 
655.13 
120.57 

114.64 
114.64 

39.45 

112.60 
86.31 

112.28 
75.02 
99.87 
46.70 
46.70 

77.36 
54.55 
54.55 
81.22 
46.03 

67.72 
67.72 
67.72 
76.61 
55.96 

{Table cont'd next page) 



Table (cont'd) 

ESTIMATED DECOMMISSIONING COSTS FOR SELECTED U.S. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

State of Juridiction 

Texas 

Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Plant. Unit 

Comanche Peak 1 
Comanche Peak 2 
Palo Verde 1 
Palo Verde 2 
Palo Verde 3 
River Bend 1 
South Texas 1 
South Texas 2 

North Anna 1 
North Anna 2 
Salem 1 
Salem 2 
Peach Bottom 2 
Peach Bottom 3 
Surry 1 
Surry 2 

Kewaunee 
Point Beach 1 
Point Beach 2 

Type 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
BWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
BWR 
BWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
PWR 

Reactor" 

Capacity 
Net 

(MWe) 

1 150 
1 150 
1 304 
1 304 
1 304 

934 
1250 
1 250 

907 
907 

1090 
1 115 
1065 
1065 

788 
788 
535 
497 
497 

Utility's 
Estimated 

Date of 
Decommissioning 

2115 
2116 
2114 
2115 
2116 
2116 
2117 
2119 

2010 
2010 
2008 
2008 
2008 
2008 
2003 
2003 

2008 
2007 
2008 

Utility's 

Total 
(million 

1983 
dollars) 

104.00 
104.00 
83.20 
83.20 
83.20 
NA 
NA 
NA 

118.38^ 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

112.42/ 

71.35 
82.46 
82.46 

Hstimated Cost 

Per 
Kilowatt 

(I9H3 
dollars) 

90.43 
90.43 
63.80 
63.80 
63.80 
NA 
NA 
NA 
65.76 
65.26 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
71.33 
71.33 

133.37 
10536 
105.36 

a) Reactor type: BWR. boiling-water reactor; FBR, fast breeder reactor; PWR, prcssuri/ed-watcr reactor 
hi Safe storage to begin in 1984, dismantlement in 2014. 
cl Plant is located in Illinois, but one-fourth ownership interest is in Iowa. 
d) Plant is located in Nebraska, but one-half ownership interest is in Iowa 
r) Because of jcinf ownership or interstate electricity sales, the reported decommissioning cost may not reflect 100 per tent of the estimated cost 
J) Combined cost fi.r S>th units at the site. 
NA = not available. 
Source: R.A. Cantor, Nuclear Power Decommissioning: Analysis of Regulatory Environments. TM-244/H? (Oak Ridge National Iabor.ilc r>. O.ik Ridge, 

Tennessee, 1985). 

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGY 

Research and development projects concerning the following subjects are being carried out: 

1. Long-term integrity of buildings and systems; 
2. Decontamination for decommissioning purposes; 
3. Dismantling techniques; 
4. Treatment of specific waste material: steel, concrete and graphite; 
5. Large containers for radioactive waste produced in the dismantling of nuclear installations; 
6. Estimation of the quantities of radioactive wastes arising from the decommissioning of nuclear 

installations in the Community; 
7. Influence of installation design features on decommissioning. 
Moreover, new decommissioning techniques are being tested under real conditions, within the framework 

of large-scale decommissioning operations. 
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